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AUTUMN 1999 
Advance Australia Fair 
Australians all let us rejoice, 
For we ore young and free; 
We've golden sail and wealth for tail, 
Our home is girt by sea; 
Our land abounds in nature's gifts, 
Of beauty rich and rare; 
In history's page, let every stage, 
Advance Australia Fair. 
In joyful strains Men let us sing, 
Advance Australia Fair. 
Ga udea mus 
Gaudeornus igitur 
ikvenus durn sumus; 
Post jucurrdarn juventutern, 
Post molestam senectutern, 
No habebit humus. 
Vita rostra brevis est, 
6revi finietur; 
Venit mars velociter. 




Vivat membrurn quadlibet. 
Vivant membra quoelibet, 
Semper sint ire flare. 
Translation: 
Let us be joyful therefore 
While we are young: 
After youth that brings joy, 
After old age that brings grief, 
The grave will take us. 
Our life is short, 
Soon it will be finished; 
Death comes quickly, 
It snatches away violently, 
It will spare nobody. 
Long live the University, 
Long live the professors, 
Long live every member, 
Long live every part, 
May they ever flourish. 
tir
. .11 	 • Rs Arms of the University 
The Principal elements incorporated in the Arms of the University are the blue of the sea, the gold of the sand and 
the red of the Illawarra flame tree. The open book often used for educational institutions has also been included. 
The blazon is 
"Azure a Book expanded Argent bound and clasped Or on a Chief of the last three Cinquefoil pierced Gales". 
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The University Mace 
In the thleclieval tradition, the mace is a 
symbol of the University and the 
Chancellor's authority as its head, and is 
carried before the Chancellor on formal 
occasions such as graduation 
ceremonies, It is carried on the right 
shoulder of the mace bearer. 
The University of Wollongong mace is 
constructed from stainless steel and the 
head is a stylised form of the Itlawarra 
Flame Tree flower from the University's 
coat of arms, The exterior surface of 
the mace has a rough finish, 
symbolising the heavy industrial area of 
Wollongong, whilst the stamen of the 
'flower' is smooth and highly polished 
to indicate the University's position as a 
centre for the city and the region, The 
mace also contains three timber inserts 
made from one of the three original 
Moreton Bay figtrees which were a 
feature of the campus and were 
estimated to be 500 years old, 
The mace was both designed and made 
by Gino Sanguineti, a local_ artist, and 
presented to the University in 1988, 
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The Ceremony of Graduation 
The University of Wollongong has 
offered university studies for nearly 50 
years and is known for its energy and 
innovation in fields ranging from 
creative arts to communications 
technology. Since its foundation the 
University has awarded more than 
30,000 degrees and diplomas. This 
University looks towards the 21st 
century but, in the customs and 
ceremony of a graduation, it asserts its 
inheritance from the first Universities of 
the 12th and 13th centuries, For nearly 
900 years, universities have educated 
and trained leaders of society and 
produced ideas and instruments of great 
social and scientific change, Yet, they 
proudly retain medieval traditions that 
still visibly celebrate both the 
achievements of the scholar and 
graduate and the Universities' long 
commitment to the search for 
knowledge, 
The academic titles and terms of 
address, the music and, especially, the 
academic dress distinguish and colour a 
graduation ceremony. The gowns are 
modified versions of medieval university 
dress: all masters and scholars were then 
members of the clergy. This university 
has chosen blue gowns for all diplomas 
and for the Bachelor and Masters 
degrees. The hoods, originally a useful 
head cover, are Lined with different 
coloured silks and trims to denote the 
type of award - for example, the 
Bachelor of Arts hood is tined with gold 
silk and the Commerce hood with 
emerald green. The degree graduates 
wear blue, tasselled trenchers or mortar 
boards which were introduc,r1 in 17th 
century Oxford and Cambridge. 
The dress for the doctoral degrees, for 
example Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) and 
Doctor of Creative Arts (DCA), is 
distinguished by red facing on the blue 
gowns and black velvet Tudor Bonnets 
with coloured tassels„ The higher 
doctorates of Science, Letters and Laws 
have red gowns faced with blue and a 
Tudor Bonnet tasselled with silver, gold 
and purple respectively. 
The Chancellor, gowned in black brocade 
trimmed with gold lace and braid, is the 
chief dignitary and leader of the 
university community. The Chancellor 
presides over meetings of the governing 
body, the University Council, and 
confers degrees and diplomas in 
Council's name, 
A graduation ceremony is in many ways 
an historical pageant but is, above all, a 
celebration of individual achievement 





Faculty of Arts 
Gold 
Faculty of Commerce 
Emerald Green 
Faculty of Creative Arts 
Olive Green 
Faculty of Education 
Cinnamon 
Faculty of Engineering 
Bright Red 
Faculty of Health and 
Behavioural Sciences 
Wine Red 
Faculty of Informatics 
Pale Green 
Faculty of Law 
Purple 
Faculty of Science 
Silver 
Honours Bachelor Degrees 
As above with white border 
MASTER DEGREES: 
Honours masters Degrees 
A above with red border 
Pass Master Degrees 
Cream with golden brown border 
DOCTORAL DEGREES: 
Doctor of Philosophy, PhD 
Blue with red border 
Doctor of Creative Arts, DCA 
Blue with red border 
Doctor of Education, EdO 
Blue with red border 
Doctor of Public Health, DPH 
flue with red border 
Doctor of Science, DSc 
Red with blue border 
Doctor of Letters, DLitt 
Red with blue border 
Doctor of Laws, LLD 





No lining, Yellow border 
Graduate Certificate 
No lining, Tangerine border 
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About the University 
The University of Wollongong was 
founded in 1951 when the then New 
South Wales University of Technology 
established a division at Wollongong. 
Ten years later the division became a 
College of the University of New South 
Wales. In 1975 the University of 
Wollongong became an autonomous 
institution and in 1982 amalgamated 
with the adjoining Wollongong Institute 
of Education (which had been founded 
in 1962 as the Wollongong Teachers' 
College). 
Originally established as a provider of 
tertiary education for engineers and 
metallurgists required for the burgeoning 
steel industry, the University has 
developed into a medium sized, 
internationally recognised teaching and 
research institution. It combines 
traditional academic values with 
innovative teaching and advanced 
technology. The modern campus, with 
its Learning and support systems and 
highly qualified staff, offers a 
personalised study environment for all 
students, both domestic and 
international. 
The University's teaching programs are 
developed to meet the demands of the 
world market. It has a satellite campus 
in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates 
and offers Engineering courses in Hong 
Kong. At home, the University will open 
a permanent campus in the Shoalhaven 
in 2000 together with access centres in 
Baternans Bay and Bega. 
The total student enrolment now 
exceeds 13,000 with international 
enrolments representing more than 70 
countries. Since its foundation, the 
University has awarded over 30,000 
degrees and diplomas, In 1998 some 
3,200 students graduated including 76 
from the University's satellite campus at 
Dubai and 22 from courses offered in 
Hong Kong. A similar number is 
expected to graduate in 1999. 
Order of Proceedings Faculty of Arts/Faculty of Law 
9.45am  —  Monday, 3rd May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Professor Anne Pauwels 
LicGerrnanicPhil, GradDip Higher Ed (Antwerp), MA PhD (Monash) 
Dean of the Faculty of Arts, University of Wollongong 
David Jones, BSc, LLB (Hors) 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
The Assembly is invited to stand us the Procession retires 
CEREMONY MUSIC 
PRO E E.S51 (MAL 
Trodrtionai Arptheng - Craudearnius few 
national Arthlitern Advance.  itastralio Fofr 
CIiw Item - litharoorisi (floor, African) 
Performed bi  the Creative Arts Vocal Ensemble 
ahrectecl trill David varlet. AA iHomI LIPflgi; ilMus{ileirs) 50: 
Musk Sub-Dean. faudIty of Crean op Aft 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
M*6 aerate. Manuel. de Falla (1E76 - 19464 
Scott Baps, suitar 
Scott Borg is majoring in musical perr-ormance as part dr hi5 
double degree in Creative Arts & Law 
RECESSIONAL  
Ersciado (1.1.5th Sporpi5h) 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
Bachelor of Arts — 
BacheLor of Commerce 
Cheriene Nunez Chapman 
Tanya Lorraine Crotty 
Velda Jean Smith 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
AN Abdallah 
Pamela Andrea Acosta 
Carroll Airs 
Trudi Pia Anderson 
David James As 
Jacqueline Lee Atchison 
Peter John Ball 
Simona Binucci 
Paolo Martin Gerardo R. Borromeo 
.Ainslie Jade Bowhay 
Melissa Kay Boxall 
David Henry Branson 
Thomas Anthony Brownlow 
Christopher Langdon Cartwright 
Ghassan Chalhoub 
Ya Hui (hang 
Mu Rong Chen 
Wei•Yuh (hen 
Su Hwa Cheng 
Kok Leng Bernard Cling 
Thorigchai Chuenmeechao 




Shannon Ferguson Ditcher 
Natalie Crouch 
John William Curtis 
Michael Georg Daum 
Maureen Deland 
Keristi Anne Duffy 
Man Charles Edwards 
Kettle Renae Edwards 
Cara Maria Eustace 
Melissa Gaye Evans 
Craig Andrew Fardouly 
Tina Elizabeth Fleming 
Matthew Thomas Fogarty 
Jun Fukao 
Daniel Christopher Ginnane 
Gabriella Isha Grainger 
Tara Leonia. Grimshaw 
Ian Alexander Hamilton 
Yoko Hanada 
Cassandra Estelle Hann 
Ana Carolina Heijo 
Chad Paul Heininger 
Pascal Hoayek 
Georgina Kate Hourigan 
Joanne Huk 
llissa Maree Hynes 
Susan Mary Hynes 
Vanessa Lesley Hynes 
Robyn Anne Hyslop 
Sandra Imbert 
Karen Gai Ingram 
Jodie Mame innes 
Kate Johnson 
Caroline Anne Jones 
Nicole Janice Judd 
Shih-Chi Kao 
Ekaterini Kathy Karakousis 
Karerijeet Kaur 
Arthur Kent 
Lisa Pauliina Kokkila 
Lucy Kritikos 
Kara Larnond 
Victoria Frances Langford 
Suzanne Lea Latham 
Lorraine Anne Lehman-Jones 
Emma Jane Leitch 




Andrea Alonso Ludovice 
Jenny Beth Mansfield 
Benjamin Mayhew 
Cheryl Ann McNamara 
Lynette Joy McIver 
Mafia Metwally 
Bradley James Mills 




Amanda Jane Noonan 
Gabrielle Yvonne O'Connor 
Stephanie Elizabeth O'Reilly 
Jollinatlion Bryan O'Sullivan 
Kaheita Otsu 
Raquel Sousa Paiva 
Jessica Kate Pearce 
Frank Perikleous 
Amy Claire Pettigrew 
Thayanan Phuaphanthong 
Tarryn Leigh Potter 
Angela Helen Powditch 
Meisha Kay Price 
Dianne Laurel Robinson 
Andrew John Rowling 
Angie Ruperto 




Michael William Scahill 
Maureen Elizabeth Shying 
Zoran Sikos.ki 
Elizabeth Anne Smith 
Sarah Bronveyn Smith 
Kirsty Elizabeth Stewart 
Michael Edward Slone 
Ruth Anne Storey 
Mary Rose Street 
Aschara 5ukitjanont 
Dominic Laurance Sullivan 
Edward John Taylor 
Eriita Temai 
Denise Daniela Tempteman 
Klieng B._ on Andrew Teo 
Mie Ton .awa 
Amandi. _ae Trad 
Susannah Van Der Straaten 
Jenny Catherine Weber 
Anna Elizabeth White 
Angela Rosemary Whitelaw 
Chu-Mei Wu 
Josephine Yeats 
Stuart Geoffrey Young 
Viona Terese Young 
Chia-Chen Yu 
Shu Tian Yue 
MusiC01 Interlude 
Honours Bachelor of Arts 
June Aspley (Class I) 
Luciano Augusto Boschiero (Class I) 
Alastair James Grant Buchan (Class II, Division 1) 
Elizabeth Anne Byers (Class II. Division 2) 
Megan Louise Chisholm (Class II, Division 1) 
Patrick Charles Cox (Class I) 
Helen Claire Isabell °alley (Class I) 
Maria Giannacopoulos (Class I) 
Margaret Mary Haigh (Class II. Division 1) 
David Thomas Houldsworth (Class II, Division 1) 
Michelle Gaye Kennedy (Class II. Division 1) 
Lucy Kritikos (Class II. Division 1) 
John Thomas Lees (Class I) 
Christopher Geoffrey Makin (Class II, Division 1) 
Marinelle Morrison (Class II, Division 2) 
Kristy Louise Muir (Class I) 
Edith Nyers Klass I) 
Sonja Maree O'Neile Klass II. Division 1) 
Constantain Orfanos Klass II, Division 1) 
Sue-Ellen Gai Osborn (Class II, Division 1) 
Michael James Phillips (Class I) 
Angela Maree Pratt (Class I) 
corrrl 	r . 
Honours Bachelor of Arts 
and University Medal 
I • '' 	Hilton Gillian (Class I) 
Graduate Diploma in Arts 
Therese Elizabeth Cleary 
Rebecca Anne Moir 
Fisiao-Jung Yang 




Julia Elizabeth Clarke 
Emmanuelle Dasque 
Sunayani Dey 
Elizabeth Anne Farrar 
Andrew Robert Forbes 
Chelsea Margie Hamel 
Mayumi Twao 
Stephen John Kennedy 
Gerard John Kenny 
Renee Lynette Kyle 
Annette lee Lambert 
Rebecca Anne Moir 
Christian Anders Nygaard 
Ermek Saudabaeli 
Suzanne Scott 
Pi ch it ra 5oontornpipit 
Penprapa Teeranuvirat 
Sukanya liVongthaisuriya 
Caroline Janet Worrier 
Master of Policy 
Christine Mary gowker 
Rachel Siobhan Coleman 
Michael James Parks 
Nicole May Prout 
CluratAll-Ain Sultan 
Honours Master of Arts 
kamsiah Ali 
Clive George Baker 
Wendy Kon 
Anastasia Sai 
Yee Tuan Wong 
Doctor of Philosophy 
communication and 
Cultural Studies Program 
John Henry Collins 
Thesis Title: 
-Cosmopolitan Capitalism Ethnicity, Gender and 
Australian Entrepreneurs" 
English Studies Program 
Antoinette Amy Holm 
Thesis Title! 
-Throwing Some Weight Around Women and Fatness 
in the Contemporary. Post-Colonial Societies of 
Australla. Canada and New Zealand" 
History and Faiths Program 
Donald Sinclair Fraser 
Thesis Title: 
`Articles of Agreement ; The Seamen's Union of 
Australia.. 1904-1943; A Study of Antagonised 
Labour' 
Fellow of the University 
Afr II  Rome, Mite-Principal (Administration), wits 
present OS a Fettow of the University: 
Peter George Wood 
Patricia Mary Ward 
Thesis Title: 
The Myth of the Affluent Urban Workers' Chang 
Political Affiliations 1950-1972- 
Bachelor of Commerce -
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
Julia Anne Best (Class II, Division 2 with Merit) 
hut Bradley Dailigan (Class II, Division 2 %kith Merit) 
Adam John Fuller (Class II, Division 2 with Merit) 
Karen Therese Hawker (Class II, Division 2 with Merit) 
Kathy Henriques (Class II, Division 1) 
Tamzen Maria Murphy (Class H, Division 2) 
Bachelor of Computer Science - 
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
= 7 i 	" : 
Bachelor of Mathematics - 
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
Lucy Mana Houiheking ILLass ii Oposlon 2) 
FACULTY OF LAW 
Bachelor of Laws 
Brian Bolton 
Rebecca Jane (hen 
John Athanasius Cusack 
Pieten Claire Is.abell Dattey 
Catherine Bridget Fisher 
Jennifer Anne Hohenhouse 
Nicholas Andrew Marsden 
Agnieszka Anna Rudziejewski 
Richard Charles Ruhle 
Bachelor of Arts -
Bachelor of Laws 
Chnstopher Lancer Jo...t.ur 
Holly Nicol* Kemp 
Julie Ann Moore 
chatina Najeeb 
Bachelor of Commerce -
Bachelor of Laws 
Kirsten Fish 
Scott Andrew Fraser 
Angela Elizabeth Hilton 
Rodney Keen 
Mark Ananda Kurnarasinhe (with ten t 
Megan Louise Miller 
Kathleen Ellen Minogue 
Jayson mare Van 'Usk 
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
Louise Edmondson (Class II. Division. 2) 
Claudia Anne Etheridge (Class Il Division 2) 
Maria Giarmacopoulos (Class ll„ Division 2) 
Colin Joseph Graham (Class II, Division 2) 
David Issa Klass II, Division 2) 
Matthew James John-son (Class II, Division 2) 
Natalie Nguyen (Class II., Division 2) 
Catherine Louise Seaberg (Class II, Division 2) 
Andrew John Woods (Class Il. Division 2) 
Marina Yastreboff (Class II, Division I) 
Graduate Diploma in Law 
Shane tfinstopher Drape' 
Graham John Follington 
Julia Grech 
Kylie Louise Nicholls 
Jolene Purdie 
Wendy Anne Shepherd 
Lance Richard Templeton 
Judith Margaret West 
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice 
Rachel Therese Agnew 
Stephen Bou huis 
Robert (hmielewski 
Eliza Anne Colquhoun 
Vijay Cugati 
Jason Matthew Donnelly 
Anthony Stuart Foate 
Katrina Ruth Forbes 
Kirsty Jean Gowans 
Robert I-Paralovic 
Kevin Raymond Hockey 
Joitlian An 'Kelton 
Sally Jane Lambert 
Robert John Locker 
Megan Ramsay MacFarlane 
Duncan Robert MacKay. 
Timothy Scott Maddalena 
Margie Ann McDonald 
Kevin John O'Rourke 
Robert Pa ice 
William Legi Sage 
Aiyaz Sayed-Xhaiyurn 
Sarah Jane We 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
TIFICISe kith LS-h... 	 oppLui II 	L 14'109: UM but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or oworded the diptomos or 
certificates for which they have quatified. 
Bachelor of Arts -
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
Sally ti-aye Beasley Klass I) 
s Klass II, Division 2) 
Angela Nicole Lena (Class II, Division 1) 
Kathleen. Anne Plowman (Class II, Division 1) 
Cateriria Sawoca (Class It Division 2) 
iPnelife= Strini, (Class II,. Division 2) 
Honours Bachelor of Arts -
Bachelor of Laws 
Bachelor of Science -
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
ritrid Jane Bradltrj 	11, OPiwun 1) 
Bachelor of Science - 
Honours Bachelor of Laws 
and University Medal 
Daidid Paul Jones (Co.ln 
11 
- - [refer to hardcopy entry]
F~U SICA INTERLUDE 
Asturias. Wm Altii;erliZ (1860.1MI 
Scott kirg, IOW 
Scott Barg is majoring in triuSiCai perterrnarge as part of .1* 
dekuble deryee in Creative- AiR Law 
RECESSIONAt 
irnatudes (C11501 Spcmulli 
PR DCESS VAAL 
Aninerri - GoIA-Jean/us 	• 
ilictionai Anthem - Advance Austratra 
rhorof Rem • Freedom coming (Mx'. A j".  :- 
Ipertairrited by the bear Ai Vorak Ensemble 
DIrectrd by Euvid Vaacr, k MM.) WOW; Eillar4 limn) : 
01 410; kb-Deri, Faculty of Creative art' 
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Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Engineering 
2.30pm -  Monday,  3 May,  1999 	
CEREMONY MUSIC 
The Assembly is invited to stand 05 the Procession enters the Holi 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Cold, AC 
BEc(lions) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musfroi interlude 
The Occasional. Address will be delivered by 
Mr Alex Walker 
Managing Director„ Sydney Water 
Jodie Drysdale, BE-Civil(lions) 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments ,Trill be served in the University Lourt ftir the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Engineering 
Deportment of fivk Mining and 
ravirronfrperyto1 Engineering 
Kevin Bogie 
James Reginald Condie 
Benjamin Stephen Crossling 
Bradley Robert Hall 
David Ian Hoddinett 
Ramiro Alejandro 
Kama'. Maurad 
Antony Mark Peacock 
Daniel David Pearse 
Hi Sna 
Ahmed Fayaz Shareef 
Bryce Anthony Short 
Patricia Mary Thomas 
Arthur Vasilaras 
Adam John Wilson 
Mark Peter Wilton 
.Zbigniew Wrobel 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Murray John Doyle 
Steven James Henry 
Keryn Lyn Howie 
Peter Francis Snowden 
Department of Mechanfraf Engineers rig 
Saiful Zamri Bin Abdul Noma 
Richard John Chawa 
Tony Geha 
Rodney James Lewis 
Damien Carlton McCabe 
Paul tong 
Peter Vrtkovski 
Bachelor of Technology 
Ceponfrpent of Mechanical.  Engineering 
Patrick Francis Bourke 
Silvio Crapis 
Andrew Dodd 
Richard Robert McGrath 
Richard Moranclini 
Sandia Dagmar Petersen 
Honours Bachelor of Engineering 
Department af 	 ond 
Environmentat Engineering 
Pierre F Gilles Belcour (Class I) 
Timothy Berriman ((Lass I) 
Ryan Neil Bowyer {Class III} 
Scott Angus Chapman (Class H, Division 2') 
Stephen Paul. Cole (Class III) 
Brendan Lee Cornell (Class III) 
Stewart Alexander Craine (Class I) 
Jodie Marie Drysdale (Class 1) 
Ciboria CE-gaCha (Class .11I) 
Matthew Neal Elphick (Class 11.. Division 1) 
Kylie Anne Fackencler (Class II, Division 1) 
Yohannes Tsegai Hatitemicaet (Class HI) 
Deanne Michelle Haddiri (Gass II, Division 2) 
'Michael Hare (Class III) 
Shame Mattilevio Hulbert Mass. H. Division 2) 
Michael James Marix-Evans (Class I) 
Daniel Peter Mathew (Class III) 
Glenn Andrew Matthews (Class I) 
Christopher Peter Millet (Class III) 
Rebecca Dorothy-Lee Ma-Ane (Class III) 
Adam Geoffrey Morschel (Class III) 
Nicolas Can Nico(aou (Class III) 
Gregors Evan 0.zo[ins (Class II , Division 1} 
Natasha May Rae (Class III) 
Shawn Alfred Pearly (Class III) 
Steven Rosy (Class II, Division 2) 
Luke Daniel Speechify (Class II.. Division 2) 
Melanie Louise Sykes (Class I) 
Nadi Michael. Tan (Class I) 
Leith William Testoni (Class ' 
Zara Vrcelj (Class I) 
Deportment of Materiels EFPgineering 
Shane Slums. (Cias.s. III) 
Clarliel, Mark Fabeijanic (Class II, DiArtisiori 1) 
Michelle Ferry (Class I) 
Alison Helen 'Hewes (Class. II., Division 1) 
Michelle Elizabeth Johnston (Class I) 
Benjamin Henry Lohse (Class I) 
Yilayrie Francis Luke (Class II, Division 1) 
Bridget Anne Shurnack (Class I) 
Nicole Ellen Stanford (Class I) 
Kerry Megan Townsend (Class 1) 
Xenophon Christopher Tsekouras (Class II. Division 2) 
Philip Gregory Whitten (Class I) 
Departrnent of Meehoinlcol Enlivening 
Mohammad Nicilzam B Mohamed Durhanudin (Class 
Division 2) 
Gregory John Baldock (Class I) 
Noor Hazri in 1esa (Class II. Division 2.) 
Mohd lawawi Bin Sidek (Class III) 
Phailxp Lincoln Bower (Class III) 
Ryan Moore Campbell (Oars III) 
Remo lo Cipriani (Class III) 
Jonathan Mark Dalton (Class II, Division 1) 
Ricardo De Oliveira (Class III) 
Benjamin John Devnies (Class I) 
Aidan James Donaghy (Class II. Division 1) 
Geoffrey Joseph Ellison (Class Il, Division 2) 
Scott Ronald Furlong (Class II. Division 1) 
Bradley Smyth Glass (Class I) 
Jennifer Michelle Green (Class I) 
Ronald Valentin Hensen (Class II. Division 2) 
Terry' William Hot (Class II, Division 2) 
Alan Michael Hooper (Class I) 
Vim Ming Lam (Crass I t. Division I) 
Edmund James Clinton Martin (Class II, Division 2) 
Mohammad Iomal Mold Ali (Class III) 
'rimier* Ongkowijoyo (Class HI) 
Kevin Anthony quirk (Class I) 
Michael Rizzi) (Class III) 
Andre William Siannazzaro (Class I) 
Geoffrey Reginald Slater (Class II. Division 1) 
Gary Ka-Lok Sc' (Class II . Division 2) 
Peter James Sorrenson (Class I) 
Malcolm Harrie spimbourine (Cass III) 
arannweit Robert Tibbs (Class II, Division 1) 




Honours Bachelor of Engineering 
and University Medal 
Department of Materiols fogirPeerl.rig 
mark Michael Hughes (Glass I) 
Bachelor of Arts — 
Honours Bachelor of Engineering 
Deportment of Civil,. Alining and 
Environmental Engineering 
1-luigh Van Der Straateh (CIA.5s IL. Division 
Interlude 
Graduate Certificate in Engineering 
Department of Mechanical Erigineenny 
Zenon Pisarski 
Graduate Diploma iri Engineering 





Geoffrey David Lane 
Wayne Nicholson 
David John Simpson 
Paul. James Swift 
Graduate Diploma in Materials 
Welding and Joining 
.oeportffperi t of 'Haterlois Erroneering 
Sulistiy000arno Buiih i 
Andre Krause 
Handi Riocanono 
Peter Gerard Rolfe 
Steven James 'Sleight 
2) 	Master of Engineering Practice 
Deportment of Illaterials Engineerjng 
hill James. Ashby 
David Andirew Banks 
Bruce James Cave 
Alfred Wang Tin Fong 
Vikas Gupta 
Matthew Wayne Hiandirou 
Mehdi Haan 
Michael. John libuisey 
Bradley Ray klease 
Iobal Ali mad Malik 
Dettev Karsten Mueller 
Anthony Angelo Negro 
Garry Pfterson 
Brian Joseph Rooney 
Sasanka Rath Sinha 
Deportment of kfecharikof Engineering 
Paul. Cugaly 
Robert Garry Royters 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Deportment of Civil, Mining and 
EnvirOnnrental Engineering 
Ruibao Feng 
Yuan Tao Wang 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Xu (hen 
Dominic Joseph Phelan 
Alberto Galvez 
Soesaptri Oediyani 
Deportment 01 Mechanical Engineering 
Milenko Carapi( 
Khac Duc Do 
Luis Gandarillas 
Andrew James Hardman 
Awn Joshi 
Geoffrey Charles Power 
Ian Wright 
Honours Master of Total 
Quality Management 
Ronald Hasibuan 
Doctor of Philosophy 




"Shear Behaviour of Soft Rock Joints under 
Constant Normal Stiffness" 
Petar Milevski 
Thesis Title: 
'Determining the Parameters of the Flood 
Hydrograph Model WPM for Urban Catchments- 
Maiid Nast 
Thesis Title: 
"Optimisation of Road Location and Design" 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Bryan Andrew Shedden 
Thesis Title; 
"Microstructure and Corrosion of Magnetron 
Sputtered Sacrificial Coatings for Sheet Steer 
Stuart John Street 
Thesis Title; 
-A Metallurgical Investigation of the Bath Smelting 
of Composite Organic and Ferrous ',bastes" 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Yijiang Fang 
Thesis Title: 
"Theoretical Modelling and Animation of the Chip 
Curling Process in 3-D Metal Cutting" 
Honorary Doctor of Science 
Professor Gerard Sutton. Vice-Chancellor of the 
University, will present for admission to the degree of 
Vector of Science honon's couso.: 
Atari William Roberts 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the progrom but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diplomas or 




Troolitionol Anthem - Gaialeamus Igidvr 
Notionol Anthem - Adivice Australia Foir 
Choral' item • Ipharodisi (Trod. African) 
Performed by the Creative Arts Vocal Ensemble 
Dry remted try David Vance. OA {lion,) LINSIV; ElMusplon5) Sy• 
l.MuA; Sub-Dean. Faculty of Creative its 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Syrinx, Claude Debussy (1862 • 1918) 
amber flliat. flute 
Amber Elliot is majoring in musical performance 
in Creative Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Ensaiad'as (C16th Spanksh) 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the ),1krolLongong UniCentre) 
um 
iltainam. 
Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
9,45 am - Wednesday, 5 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Cold, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
MT Michael Reid 
Director-General, NISIN Department of Health 
Robyn Craigie, MA(Hons) 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
FACULTY OF HEALTH & 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 




Michael Pip pi 
Daniel James Sepetauc 
Michael JaIlle$ Wall 
Bachelor Of Science 
Raul Arthur Angel. 
Cassaridia Ann Apps 
Karen Anne Armstrong 
Taryn Louise Ball 
Shannon Marie Barrass 
Jodi Anne Bassett 
Angus Terence Beath 
Michael. Bernhardt 
Carmen Jan Betterridge 
Peter Craig Bramley 
Adam James Brett 
Kim Leanne Bunyan 
Tacoma lee Marion Butcher 
Macy Elizabeth Cahill. 
Catherine Annie Canavan 
Kate Carbone 
Natasha Leanne Castile 
.Alysen Louise Catto 
Psi Yan (Charlotte) Chan 
Wai Yee Ch.co 
Deni Ilene Clay 
Paula Kecin Col-puck 
Leanne Joy Comnford 
Todd Stewart Dawson 
Alison De Boer 
Deep Dhupolia 
Rebecca Ann Doyle 
David llilatrievy Driscoll 
Gavin. Charles Drury 
Debbie Anne Dukes 
Emily Kate Dutch 
Paul Everingham 
ICirn Bettina Flanagan 
Cla re Foley 
Tara Leigh lugger 
Natalie Ann Gardiner 




Tarr Stuart Hamilton 
Alison Joy Hartigan 
Amanda Susan Hayward 
Derek James David Henderson 
Angela Jayne Hill 
Arnie Belinda Flollands 
Geoffrey Did Howard 
Kaylene Joy „lesson 
Maree Jones 
Rebecca Louise Jones 
Anna Stacey Jurasz-Rebolledo 
Joanna Oliver Kelly 
Kailee Mare Kemister 
Diana Kevillovska 
Sufia Hai31-y Khan 
Alicia. Joy Krook 
Monica Irene Kubizniak 
Sze Wing Venus Lee 
Inge Helen Leihn 
laymoincl Tsz Man I e.ung 
SOU la Lirorris 
Ilona Maher 
Mary Markovska 
David Peter Marshal 
Melanie Anne McErice 
Ainslie Brooke McKenzie 
Roslyn Joy Meyer 
Matt John Middleton 
IL Sa Ann Miller 
Andres Mauricio Miranda 
Jane Kristen. Moses 
Lisa-Maree Muller 
Benjamin Noel. North 
Francisco Javier Nourry 
Sastia Ostowari 
Paul. Andrew Owen 
Donna Juan. Peterson 
Tinh Van P'ham 
Saha Piniatza 
Quinton Marcus Pratt 
Samantha Kaye Richardson 
Anne Maree Sheahan 
Jonathan lames Simpson 
Katy Sornchanmavong 
Miclhelte Olga Scpuch 
Michael Peter Spencer 
Amy Virginia Stevens 
Clair Suzanne Stevens 
Kristy Louise Sutherland 
Elizabeth Ann Taylor 
Adam Tedesco 
Rosemary Colleen Thompson 
Jennifer Susan Trenear 
Georgina Triantafilou 
Daniel Joseph Tynan 
Hoelene Anne Illrick 
Lynette Maree Van Meegen 
Joanna Alexandra Vasquez 
Julie Anne Vella 
Konrad Ludvic Iucka 
Petrina Frances WalLaice 
Viviainne Webb 
Daryl 01 Min Wee 
David lohn Werner 
John Frederick Whitehall. 
Lisa Therese Wiecek 
Meagan Louise Winter 
Michelle Louise Winton 
Lai Hang Wong 
Teneille Elizabeth Woods 
Rebecca Evtelle 	oton 
Mark Gregory Alright 
Derek James Lammit 
Bachelor of Exercise Science 
Gerard Michael Cit.'. 
Shelly Felin Harper 
Margaret Ellen Lacey 
Ruth Louise Mills 
Michelle Mary Poppett 
Lynette Jenene Robb 
Kylie Anne Tooke 
contra! over_ 
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Bachelor of Science — 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Taihee (Clare) Kim 
Musical Interlude 
Honours Bachelor of Arts 
Cassandra Leigh Cameron (Class IL Division 1) 
Kylie Leanne Davies (Class II. Division 1) 
Lisa Suzanne Durrell (Class IL Division 1) 
Desiree Glenna Innes (Class II, Division 1) 
Fiona Mary Jerald (Class I) 
Lisbeth lane (Class I) 
Natalie Veronica Osborne (Class II. Division 1) 
Debbie Elizabeth Phillips (Class II. Division ]) 
Dianne Trivetlion Scott (Class II, Division i) 
Gareth Miriam Janet Wild (Class 	Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Exercise Science 
Karen Anne Armstrong (Class II, Division 1) 
Thea Dillon (Class I) 
Kirsty Nicole Douglass (Class II.. Division 1) 
Alison Louise Fogarty (Class IL Division 1) 
Michelle Leanne Freimanis (Class II, Division 1) 
Emma Louise Hewlett (Class II, Division 1) 
Amanda Jane Howells (Class II, Division 1) 
Melissa Louise James (Class II, Division 1) 
Nicole Jo-Anne Morris (Class II. Division 1) 
Robert Allan Neal (Class II, Division 1) 
Kevin.,John Robertson (Class II, Division ]) 
Cassia Elree Trewin (Class 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Science 
Catherine Jane Baigal iClass I) 
Cathy Ann Bates (Class I) 
Bronwyn Elizabeth Brown (Class I) 
Elizabeth Jane Cowling (Class I) 
Carolyn Ann Day (Class I) 
Annaliese Mary Dowling (Class I) 
Roslyn Ferry (Class II, Division 1) 
Kylie Louise Flude (Class II, Division 1) 
Joanne Marie Gander (Class iI, Division 1) 
Michelle Anne Gordon (Class I) 
Graham Allen Hall (Class I1. Division 1) 
Maria Hassiotis (Class II, Division 1) 
Jane Elizabeth Howell (Class IL Division 1) 
Samantha Jane Jenkins (Class II. Division 2) 
Leanne Tracy Jones (Class II, Division 1) 
Christopher Philip Lloyd (Class TI. Division 1) 
Elizabeth Hothe Morris (Class II. Division 1) 
Karen Joy Mulready (Class II. Division 1) 
Amy Jennifer Peirce (Class II, Division 1) 
Gregory Edward Peoples (Class I) 
Raeleen Meredith 'Quince (Class II, Division 1) 
Leisa Anne Ridges (Class I) 
Mateeka Salih (Class II, Division 2) 
Andrew Savva (Class IL Division 1) 
Brooke Leslie Smith (Class I) 
Paula Kathleen Stevens (Class II, Division 2) 
Rachel. Ann Sunderland Mass II, Division 1) 
HliLarie Patricia Tardil-frankcom (Class I) 
Matthew Thomas (Class II. Division 1) 
Toby Charles Thomas (Class I) 
Michael Peter Virgen (Class I) 
Terry Evelyn Whittle (Class IL Division 1) 
Katie Wicks (Class 	i r 	ion 1) 
University Medal. 
Amanda bane Hawkins BSc(Hons) 
Graduate Diploma in 
Applied Psychology 
Kim Leanne Aplin 
Tracey Lee Bitlett 
John Alexander Cameron 
Natalie Crouch 
Jean Elizabeth Fitzpatrick 
Kate Elizabeth Gliall(ey 
Scott David Hardy 
Peter James Kelly 
Janine Nicole lord 
Belinda Joy Maxwell 
Andrew Robert McKinley 
Sally Vanessa Myles 
ZakUlna Ptesikka 
Georgina Sarkis 
Gareth Kevin Setir 
Rochane Smith 
Daniel Stanton 
Melva Lynette Turner 
Honours Master of Arts 
Erin Catherii:.• Buller 
Robyn Craig* 
Desiree Glenna Innes 
.]a ICyoung Son 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Deportment of Psycludog.i.. 
Michelle Ava Epstein 
Thesis Title: 
"Measurement of Levels of Narcissistic Rage in 
Methadone Patients and the Relationship between 
Narcissistic Rage and Extra Curricular Drug Use! A 
Study of the Psychodynamics of Compulsive Drug 
Use 
Ester Susana German 
Thesis Title: 
'Prenatal Predictors of Postnatal Distress and 
Depression" 
Roslyn Joan Neilson 
Thesis Title: 
"Phonological Awareness and the Development of 
Word Identification Skills" 
Emeritus Professor 
Mr David Rome, Vice-Principa1 (Adminutrotion), 
wits present for od.miSSiOr? os or 
Emeritus Professor of the University: 
William John Love rove 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diplomas or 
certificates for which they have qualified, 
Master of Clinical Psychology 
Marc Gerald Chaussivert 
Anna Katy Cohen 
Alinah Haji Taman 
Lisa Lechem 
Iris Man-Ying Lee 
Mary Vera Morrow 
Lisa Narelle Oxman 
Arzu. Ciytam 
Robert Eden Needy 
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2.30pm - Wednesday, 5 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession emters the Hoff 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical In terkide 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Senator Sue West RN, RM, MRCNA, MCN(NSW) 
Deputy President of the Senate 
Vanessa Brenninger, MSc 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
The A5sembiy is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
CEREMONY MUSK 
PRO C ESSIO N AL 
Tiraditonar Anthem - 6avaettmciiS 
Narianat Anthem - Advance AuStrailla Fair 
Crhgai item - Freedom rs coming (Trod, Africco) 
PerfOrrnrd by the Creative Arts dal Enserritte 
Directed by David Vance.. DA 1-1.oris) NSW: 10104.0(tion&) 
04101 Sub-Deari, faculty of 'Creative Arts 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Syrinx, Claude El.ebussy (1862 - 1918.) 
Ambef Etliot, flute 
Ambei Elliot is majoring in musical peirforrnance 
frti Ciiparpw Arts 
RECES$IONAL 
Ensaiodos tr1i5th Spanish? 
Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
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FACULTY OF HEALTH & 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
BacheLor of Indigenous 
Health Studies 
Lassandra LOMISee Cornball 
Bachelor of Nursing 
Justine Maree Arrticld 
Wen{lilt Elizabeth Bail 
.Michelle Elizabeth Barry 
Kate B a rt lett 
Neil Francis Barton 
K' lie Jayne Bryen 
Paul John Buttel 






Maria Fatima Oe Cairn 
V.erinea Alison Donaldson 
ICatherine Anne Dooley 
Amanda LoOse Doyle 
Rohanne Kathleen Doyle 
Jodie Lee Duffy 
Naomi Jane Falkner 
Nicole Jane Grant 
Belinda Clare l-laertsch 
Bronwyn Hall 
Mitsuyo Harnarnoti, 
Cart* Arnie Harrison 
Nardene Gail Hawkins 
Glenn Edmond Hayes 
Natasha Elizabeth Mick 
Savina Iskra 
Melissa Anne Jane 
	
Katherine Jaffe Rupert 
Robina John 
	







Jo-Anne Tracey Kennewell 
	
Ghulam Fatima SharBaloch 
Terri Ann Kiely 
	
Meneka Natalie Silva 
Nicholas James. Knowles 
	
A nnette  Small 
Yumi Kobayashi 
	
Helen Ann Smith 
Illiriana La ti Fi Lynette 3oy Smith 
Tracy Myra Leet 
	
Ching-lei Sung 
Pei-Chun Liu Jacqueline Evelyn Sutton 
Geoffrey Owen Loader 
	
michelte Oa''in Sykes 




Steven George Luck 
	
John. Robert Wakeford 
Kathleen Jodi McAuley 
	
Kylie Watkins 
Silvia E deft rood Mealing Mi.chaet Raymond Watts 
Yoshiko Mori 
	
Rebecca Anne Whittaker 
Dean Gary Munro 
	
Narelle Ann Wood 
Patricia Anne Noferi Laurence Stanley Young 
Sally.  Louise Nolan 
Emma Jane Oke 
Megurni Orito 
Janet Louise Pal 
	
EGThrd gar_ 
Sarah Elizabeth Patton 
Suzanne Payne 
Denelle Louise Pearce 
Sharon Marie Rae 
Lockhart Lindsay.  Oat Rithardson 
Susan Louise Rogers 
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Graduate Diploma in 




Inderlyn Jean Oh 
Shihriko Steinke 
Graduate Diploma in 
Public Health 
Jodie Dianne Douglas 
Pamela Elizabeth Irwin 
Mika Kamoshita 
Roanna Elizabeth Lee 
Scott Martin Riddliforcl 
Karen Louise Wardle 
Master of Nursing 
Peter John Bailey 
Julie Ann Cotlareda 
Joanne Therese Joyce 
Hiun Ju Lee 




Frank Paul Testa 
Graduate Certificate in 
Cognitive Neuroscience 
Donald Roy Brinkworth 
Graduate Certificate 
in Health Policy 
and Management 
Michelle Rose Cowdroy-Murray 
Maria Nieves Murray 
Arthur Raymond Pinto 
Graduate Certificate 
in Mental Health 
David John Guthrie 
Cheryl Beth Jones 
Christopher Paul Jones 
Jennifer Anne Pipet 
Graduate Diploma 
in Science 
Gavin 'Donald Baldoc ic  
Simone Louise Carragher 
Angela Louise Frain 
Patricia Anne Francis 
Janine Megan Holmes 
Susan Gaye Rayner 
',Cathryn Jane Rhodes 
Leanne Ryan 
Sian Allison Joy Smith 
Helen Jeanette Walker 
Graduate Certificate in 
Mental Health Nursing 
Dorothy Kathryn Stone 
Graduate Certificate 
in Nursing 
Joanne Marie Grainger 
Matthew Alan Henry Lamey 
Jacqueline Joan Primmer 
Ruth Judith Wemick 
Graduate Certificate 




Zhan Ming Lan 
Robyn Heather MacDonald 
Renee Leigh Mallon 
Sarah Hndget Malan 
Clanilo Michael Mayor 
Kara Marie Moran 
Jennifer Morgan-JoneS 
Andrea Peat 
Danielle Louise Penn. 
Robin Patricia Peters 
Catherine Properzi 
Monique Cherie Rennie 
Scott Martin Riddiford 
Annette Robertson 
Ann Maree novere 
Christine Anne Sinadlinovic 
Trade Symonds 
Jane Ruth Thomas 
Josephine Botho Tlale 
Hilroko Tsukamoto 
Alan Ward 
David Jotin Werner 
Lies!. Catherine Williams 
Denise Katherine Wood 
can Wu 
Honours Master of Nursing 
Adam Douglas Coleman 
Michelle Dillon 
Honours Master of Science 
Loocas. Kynacpu 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees. or awarded the diplomas or 
certificates Far which they have qualified_ 
Master of Public Health 
Nadine Sarah Gripton 
Frances Marie Horne 
Belinda Jane Kalau ,nom Hofe 
!Dianne NI Knight 
Elizabeth Christina Knight 
Nicole Julie Lewis 
Glenda Laraine O'Halloran 
Somphoul OuthensackiJa 
Melissa Gabriella Pallef MCI 
het ba Raza 
Carolyn Phyllis Sullivan 
Master of Science 
Claire Elizabeth Allan 
Gustavo Alvarez 
Brian Ash' 
Robyn Faye Ache 
Janelle Alison Barnard 
'Geoffrey Ronald Beatson 
Jodie Lee Bennett 
Susan Virginia Bloomfield 
Heather Kay Bray 
Vanessa Lee Blenninger 
Katherine Margaret Brown 
Anthea Marie Bunnik 
Surie Daniell$ 
Ian Robert Edgar 
Mari Eronen 
Desmond Stewart Graham 
Mark Philip Gunn 
Darren Stuart Hodder 
Angela Genevieve Myir James 
Simone Anne Johns 
Susanna Sheryl Johnson 
Allison Magee Johnston 
Floyd Kenny 
David Per Keogh 
Kumar Kulatunga 
Melanie Anne Lewis 
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PROC ESSIO NAL 
Tovagionoi Anthem • 6audeornus Igitur 
National Anthem - Achearfce Australia Far 
Choral Item - 1phoadisi Mod_ Afr7con) 
Perfochied by the Creative Arts veal EmernbLe 
Onected by David Vance, SA f lions) 	eNthspbres) Syd: 
LMusk: Sub-Dean. Faculty of Creative Atu 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Neff guard', it cavisqiere" from Darr Pasquale 
Gaetano Donizett (1797 - 1848) 
Golinur Ray, soprano.: David Vance. piano 
IGohnur Ray is marring in musical perfa-rrnana in Ereath. 
Arts .1 the winner of the prestiTous MatIly AWPald in 1998 
RECESSIONAL  
Ensaioidas iC.,16th Spanpsh) 
CEREMONY MUSIC 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Vilollongong UniCentre) 
Order  of Proceedings Faculty of Education 
9.45am -  Monday, 10 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Mrs Joanna Gash, MP 
Federal Member for Gilmore 
Sally Johnston, BEd 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
Primary 
Rosemary Catherine Alger 
Kirsty Leanne Alper 
Melissa Mary Barclay 
Christina Maree Barron 
Adana Phitipa Bartlett 
Samuel Raymond Bateman 
Andrew James Bennett 
Robyn Elizabeth Beverley 
Laurette Anne Bird 
Kathleen Jane Bonner 
Marguerite Bonwick 
Melanie Gai Bowden 
Jonathan Bridges 
Tamara-Lee Anne Brophy 
Simone Louise Brown 
Lyndsay Burden 
Rebecca Caldwell 
Katherine Margaret Cavanagh 
Steven Lindgren Christensen 
Anthony Edward Clark 
Vanessa Uenton 
Mellanie Louise Collett 
Grant Matthew Colquhoun 
Karen Gough Condran 
Ruth Esther Cooper 
Stuart Craig Cooper 
Colleen Ann Crossingham 
Sally Kathryn Cullen 
Melissa Cutajar 
Helen Datakakis 
Karen Patricia Darby 
Kristine Annette Cindy Davis 
Kerrie Elizabeth Davison 
Eileen Joan Day 
Melissa Deuis 
Melissa Anne de Wit 
Celia Therese Elphick 
Patrice Fetterplace 
Laura Fleming 
Christopher Patrick Fox 
Anna Jean Fredericks 
Leesa Gay Fromberger 
Catherine Jane Gallagher 
Renee Gatt 
Brett Anthony Gillies 
Alison Jane Gordon 
Jodi Gai Harben 
Claire Hargreaves 
Rebecca Jane Harrington 
Nadine Ruth Harwood 
Melissa Maree Heard 
Sharryn Margaret Hill 
Tracy Nicole Hogan 
Sharon Michelle Hole 
Kelli Holloway 
Patricia Estelle House 
Michael Kenneth Hyam 
Debra Joanne James 
Craig John Jones 
Emma Louise Jones 
Dean Andrew Kellaway 
Alison Julia Knight 
Elizabeth Ann Kuschel 
Greer Jeanette Leach 
Benjamin John Lott 
Deborah Louise Lovegrove 
Zamzam Maarbani 
Romina Malone 
Phillip Matthew Maitland 
Corinne Betty Marsden 
Adam McGuigan 
Mauveen Shirley Ann McAloon 
Shane McCutlagh 
Leanne Meurant 
Connie Karotine Gise Mills 
Kristen Lee Monaghan 
Charlie Muscat 
Penny Olivia Newman 
Bradley Robert Nicholson 
Elissa Jane O'Dea 
Vanessa Lee Oehrn 
Lynda Jane Paloff 
Chantelle Lee Pannowitz 
Lauren Dianne Pearson 
Katherine Helen Perry 
Meri Petrov 
Kylie Maree Pilon 
Louise Mary Powell 
Michael John Prior 
Sharon Puckridge 
Mia Wendy Pudya 
Yvonne Quinlan 
Nicole Louise Riley 
Breohny Alecia Roberts 
David Scott Roberts 
Ruth Louise Robertson 
Sharon Anne Robinson 
Angela Maria Rubio 
Lisa Enn Sands 
Nicole Anne Scarfe 
Danielle Jane Scott 
Steven Shoebridge 
Philip James Smede 
Paul Kenneth Smith 
Frances Maree Snow 
Jennifer Lee South 
Kelly Victoria Southall 
Rhonda Tartaglia 
Paul Daniel Tindall 
Jeanette Gem ma Sand Tomasiello 
Melinda May Toner 
Jane Van Zanen 
Kathy Veziriias 
Amanda Avril Vinken 
Sharon Ward 
Elise Ann Waterworth 
Jennifer Lyn Watkinson 
Belinda Jane Watmough 
Karen Gay Wesely 
Trent Charles Whittaker 
Scott Wilcox 
Katie Therese Wilkinson 
Shannon Maree Wilkinson 
Luke Justin Viiiilcocks 
Helen Williams 
Rebecca Clare Wilson 
Alison Joan Wise 
Clarissa Joy Wood 
wird over.. 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
Diploma in Teaching 
Primary 
Kathnne Arnie Vial 
Bachelor of Teaching 
folly Childhood 
Kylie Marjorie Brown 
Kerrin Margaret ByrrreS 
Helen Carter 
Hotly Nicole Chandler 
Kobie May Connor 
Susan Jane Davis 
Michelle Louise Goble 
Karen Louise Edwards 
Julie Ann Gavel 
Tiffany Carmel Gibbons. 
Pauline Ann Heard 
Jacqueline Anne Jones 
Monica Rose Jones 
Erin Kitteringliam 
Sandra Le Breton 
Felicia Noviany Lenggono 
Nicole Mangos 
Sandra Lee Michielin 
Sara Kate Murray 
Laura Adel Nehme 
Rachel Ann Elizabeth Parkes 
Kathy Anne Patrick 
Sandra Renee Pickering 
Rebekah Anne *pet 
Renee Leisha Smede 
Renee Louise Smith 






Bachelor of Education 
Secondary Mathematics 
Kerni Lynne !Herd 
Physical and Health forcrcotion 
Blake Trevitt Beattie 
Deborah Jane Bolton 
Matthew Kenneth Boyd 
Bettina Joan Brown 
ketlie Michelle Brown 
Robert Jeffrey But-ding 
Jeff Chaseing, 
Jacqueline Margaret Crawford 
John Albert Everitt 
Kathleen Margaret Finn 
Paul Douglas Forrest 
Osten Ronett€ Frewin 
Rowena Louise !Garrett 
Jodie Susan Gatehouse 
Samantha Lea Graham 
Adam Anthony Gray 
Paul Jackson 
Sally Ann Johnston 
George James McLaurin MacKintay 
Gregory Allan McDonald 
Kim Jessica McDonnell 
Catherine Amanda McLean 
Lisa Jane Mitchell. 
AtiS019 Margaret Montgomery 
Jason John Morgan 
Steven Gerard Muller 
Jason Lee Munro 
Robert David Nelson 
Maria Georgiou Ninopoulos 
Stephanie O'Brien 
Scott Penrose 
Justin Stephen Perrett 
Paul. Trevor Phease 
Benjamin Philip Prycle 
Shane Jacob Rayner 
Nicole Sheree Robertson 
Paul ArithOrly Roger 
Wayne Richard Scurried 
Glen Jnirin Smerie 
Mathew John George Sutton 
1114arthew Roger Tomlin 
Carolyn Anne Ward 
Damien William White 









Jodie Leigh Barnett 
Jerry Paul BrialAin 
Clare Mary Cerniauskas 
Melanie Jane Chapman 
Julie Joyce (hater 
Loretta Mary Conlan 
Melissa Cuitaiar 
Melinda Rose Field 
Jennifer Anne Geddes 
Wendy Annette Geeves 
Amanda Anne Gilligan 
Michelle Ann Green 
Dane Harvey 
Oebecca Ann Kiernike 
Karen Joy Ladlow 
Lisa Kathryn Ludgate 
Marie Markovski 
Debra Louise May 
Marie-Lise Helene Moore 
Cindy Nicole Offord 
Emma Louise Paterson 
Deborah Nicole Plunkett 
Gregory Andrew Pratt 
Andrew Keith Price 
Jason Matthew Purkis 
Lauren Elizabeth Cluigg 
Sarah Ann Rands 
Rebecca Patricia Smith 
Nicole Marie Thornton 
Thuy Thi Ilhanh Truong 
Jackie Van Kempen 
Susan Warner 
Heidi Made Ylrhitburin 
Alyson June Whiteoak 
Shannon Maree Wilkinson 
Julie Anne Willigers 
Michelle Wong 
Trudi Allison Valda Woods  
Honours Bachelor of Teaching 
Early Ciliidhaad 
Amy Louise McKinnon (Class I) 
Kelly Poole (Class 1) 
Melinda Jane Shaw (Class IL Division 1) 
Kim Louise Stou se-Lee (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of Education 
PIFiysical and Health Education 
Peter Gordon Gibson (Class II, Division 1) 
Kathy Hudson (Class 1) 
kalliopi-Kay Tiltianakis (Class II. Division 1) 
Primary Education 
Mary Anne Brown (Class II, Division 1) 
Nicole Margaret Cameron (Class II, Division 1) 
Theresa Mary Forbes (Class II, Division 1) 
Nadine fsme Grantham (Class IL Division 1) 
Doctor of Education 
Philip James Pearson 
Thesis Title; 
"The Health Promoting School! Moving Theory into 
Practice • A Case Study" 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Gordon Leonard Brown 
Thesis Title: 
"Towards a More Authentic School Science; Grounding 
School Science in the Metascientific Literature" 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
'host whim names appear in the program but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diplomas Of 




The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCeritre) 
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Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Creative Arts/Faculty of Education 
.3 pm - Monday, 10 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H (odd, AC 
B[c(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Con erring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Mr Piers Akerman 
Journalist, Daily Telegraph 
Angela ' hallisr  BCA 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
CEREMONY MUSIC 
PROCESSIONAL 
Tiaditibrinf Anthem - Gacideamus .1§Irtio 
Notictriai Anthem • Advance hist/alio Foil- 
Choral Item • Freedom is cooling (Trod. African) 
Performed by the (Ranee Arts Yocal. Ensemble 
Directed by David Vance. BA (Pions) LJPISW.; BM {lion) so;  
LHusk Sub-CLean,. Faculty of Creative Alt5. 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Duet from Lakme, Leo Delibes (1836 - 1891) 
Goknur Ray, 5C1pranci.: Lott! Labukefu, nem: 
David Vance. piano 
Coktjr Ray is roping in rriu.ciull plefromianci in Creave Otrt F 
the winner of the prestigious Madly Award in 1998, teat 
latukefu teaches music performance in the Fao414 of Greatiye 445 
RECESSIONAL 
Ensoladas (CI6th Spanish) 
FACULTY OF 
CREATIVE ARTS 
Bachelor of Creative Arts 
Kerry May Banwell 
Miles Anthony Bark.... 
Manna Patricia Barnes 
Raen Beaux 
Elisa Ann Blackmore 
Ernie Blackmore 
Genevieve Mares Bodkin 
Natasha Corrine Brennan 
Nicholas John Costa Canon 








Sarah Elizabeth Cuthbertson 
Timothy Ernst Donnelly 
Zoe Helen Emanuel 
Carol May Fairhurst 
Belinda Frolchenko 
Hannah Mercedes Hall 
Ky.lie Leigh Halloran 
Amanda Vanessa Henriksen 
Belinda Howard 
Chih Hua Hsiung 
Anne-Marie Margaret Hurley 
Sachiko Kawasaki 
Glynis Jewel Kennett 
Suciabeh Man 
Na•Yon Kim 
You Hwa Kim 
Sang Yong Kwak 
Michelle Lee 






Tae Wook Ha 
Masaya Nakada 
Khanidtna Nark-On 
Sara Jeanne O'Con nor 
Selvi Oktarin 
Adam David P'edley-Smith 
Kylie Jane Pettitt 
Keera Lyn Pullman 
AnNen Joan Reynolds 
Thomas Netherton Richards 
Arny Louise Robinson 
Amanda Jane Schmidt 
Hong-Seok Seo 
Angela May Shattis 
Seoung-Jun Shim 
Wataru Tada 
Victoria Louise Thaine 
Alison Elizabeth Turner 
Rebecca Joy Turner 
Stephen Andrew Turner 
Anita Varga 
Paula Walker 
Lucy Letitia Weir 
Bachelor of Creative Arts —
Bachelor of Arts 
Kabul 
Bachelor of Creative Arts 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Honours Bachelor of Creative 
Arts 
f. ! I. 	I.il 	 -' 
rl r 	S 	• 
Graduate Certificate 
in Multicultural Journalism 
Valentine Aghajani 
Behruz 




Mahe Georges Kateb 
Katja Kiwitter 
Silvana Pavlovska 
Elmo R Perm 
Carlos Sanchez 
Bridgitte Tadrosse 
Master of Arts 
Master of Creative Arts 
John F eennett 
i'uh-Mei (hiciu 
Tommy Joseph 
Patricia Joan King 
Anne Kruse 
Jung Eun Lee 
Karlin Pherhayothin 
Susan EI,Speth Taylor 
Master of Journalism 
Catherine Elizabeth Burton 
Lai Ping Chan 
Nan Hua Chen 
Alison Gai Errey 
Luke Paul fredberg 
Elizabeth Lesley Hart 
Jie Lin 
Fraser Graham Maseheld 
Kirsty Rachel O'Brien 
Mary Louise Ryan 
Cheuk Yu Tang 
Nicole Ann Wilcock 
Andrew Mark Wilkincon 
Honours Master of Arts 
Doctor of Creative Arts 
Michael Whitacker 
Thesis Title; 
`Music of Michael Whiticker - 148.8. to 
1947" 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
Graduate Certificate in Adult 
Career Development 
Merrirk Patricia Cameron 
Graduate Certificate in 
Computer-Based Learning 
Annabel Jacqueline Palfreernan 
Graduate Certificate in 
Environmental Education 
Ben Warwick Anderson 
Graduate Certificate 
in Higher Education 
David Terry Lindsay 
Adrian Mark Taylor 
Graduate Certificate in TESOL 







Ngoc Hong "Fran 
Rolf Tapio Turunen 
Tania Vasiljevski 
Pieclad Varque? 
sandra Ilia Wagner 
Cregory 'Watson 
LH:6th Wenzel 
Rebecca Elizabeth White 
Chenil May Yates 
Graduate Diploma in Adult 
Education and Training 
Julia Denise Elkins 
Anthony James Howard 
Lance .John Jenkins 





Melissa Lee Archer 
Jci-Anne Marie Armstrong 
.Bridgit Assaly 
All'ison Faye Lorraine Baker 
Kaiina Dorothy Balmain 
Malik Jason Barnes 
Margaret Gladys Bari-lief 
Tanya Marie Bennett 
Melinda Nqairre Bolton 
Siobhan Merida Elreed 




Stephen Arthur Camilleri 
Stephen Robert Campbell 
Angela Louise Carey 
VEr0MiCa Lea Carroll 
Rebecca Jane Cartwright 
Jennifer Louise Casket' 
Lynda Elaine Chamberlain 
Kate Clarkson 
Janet Ursula Clouston 
Leanne Mary Cordy 
Jodi Elizabeth Cornish 
Johnny Sergio Costabile 
Susan Dawson 
Nicole Catherine De(bridge 
Christian Dempsey 
Timothy Ernst Donnelly 
P'hillipa Anne Dos. Santos 
Catherine Ouch 
Deborah Joanne Earnshaw 
Joanne Vicki Fahey 
Jodie Anne Fahey 
Rosanne 'Patricia Feneley 
Paul Gregory Ferguson 
Jacqueline Naomi Fitchrhan 
Gabrielle Gerritsen 
Samantha Care Giles 
Ludmila Golf s 
Alberta Araba Hagan 
Martina Maleen An 	i-iah 
David Hamer 
Steven Robert Hamill 
Clare Lisa Hattersley 
Suzanne Caroline Hayes 
Amanda Vanessa Herviksen 
Geoffrey Peter Hincksman 
Samantha Jane kiockin 
Renae Jean Hopkins 
Margaret Men huthnance 
Fiona Louise I ki 
Sarah Jane Jack 




Per Gosta Samuel Johansson 
Sarah Therese Jones 
Robert Kent 
Mariangela La Macchia 
Shavon Anne Lane 
Adrian. Richard Lee 
Joanne Leighton 
Evelyn Ginn Mi Lim 
Mark 'Thomas Lunn 
Craig Allan Mackey 
Mark Andrew Malady 
Ranclolloh. Ian Mar 
Keith Ronald Vincent Marshall 
Janine Anne May 
Homier' Islay McKinnon 
Robert Gordon Messiter 
R.eriee Elizabeth Muller 
Christine ihere5a Mijlrihill 
Makiko Naito 
Casey Lee Nicheill 
Lori O'Brien 
Deborah Porker 
Fa bic' Angelo Raton 
Mary-Louise Patterson 
Krisity Anne Petre 
Kyiie Amanda Pratt 
Timothy James Redden 
Emily Reeve 
Patricia Maria Rheinberger 
Sarab Rickert 
Debra Jean Rosa 
Kerry Linnhe Ross 
Megan Jane Ryan 
Moira Gerardine Ryan 
Penelope Jane Saunders 
Rebecca. Louise Scerratt 
Scott Colin Selby 
Scott Matthew Sharman 
Rebecca Smith 
Alan R Spacicman 
Kirsh y A Spain 
Richafil Erick Spiegel 
Tammy Annigen Starikey 
Anna Isabel Swaine 
Kathryn Marie Synnons 
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Peggy Diane Horton 
Carl Murdoch Jackson 
Chandrasiri Jayaweera 
Michael David Jordan 
Phillip. Alexander Joyce 
Seon Jun. 
Nikki (Nicole) Kelso 
Joanna Helen Knight 
Senarath Gonsal Korea 
Hon Chuen tarn 
Rosalind Lambert 
Lee-Anne Langbien 
Mi - Elyun ltim 
Brian Joseph Mayne 
Fiona Emily Nicholson. 
Margaret Christine Nickolas 
Chatteriee Padmanabhan 
Ranjanie Ratilifage 
Douglas Arthur Payne 
Linda Eileen Phillips 
Stacey Melissa Quince 
Jennifer !Leanne Raison 
Gaetano Luigi Rando 
Lisa Anne Roberts 
Alan Gregory Robinson 
Darren Paul Robinson 
Graduate Diploma in TESOL 
(Tecichrog Elvish to speokeis of tithes' tarpgivage5) 
Paula Corazzi 
Timothy James Hilton 
Myong boo Yeo 
Master of Education 
Alan George Abrahart 
Kathleen Anne Ashton 
Margaret Alana kid ha Ffl 
hankie Allan Bailey 
Danuta Wanda Bass-Dotivan 
He 	Batt 
Barbara Anne Beccari 
Alexander Malcolm Chesher 
Angela Rose Cincotta 
Jill Co ornby 
Susan Jane Court 
Samantha Cresser 
Ian Russell (roger 
Paul Anthony Doom 
Briclgette Evitt 
Stephen Ford 
Janet Ann Galos 
Ian Gardon Go$teLow 
Denise Eileen R.owein 
Connie Sarnmut-Alessi 
Marie Senior 
Ali Faviaz 5hareef 
Venetia Takkou 
Margaret Lorraine Turner 
Marcia ,Jane Valiance 
Amaradasa Vithanage 
Joanne Kathryn an Vtiet 
Leanne Diana van larliet 
Suzanne Elizabeth 'Walker 
Jane Dorothy Warren 
Latithalane Weerakkody 
Barbara Anne Williams 
Robin Louise Toting 
Natalie Ann Zelinsky 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear 	the program but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees of awarded the diplomas or 
certificates for which they have qualified. 
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The Assembly is invited to stand os the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
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Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Commerce 
9.45am - Tuesday, 11 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Professor GM Palmer BSocSc(Hons) Berm, MSc LSE, PhD City UK, FAIM, FAHR[ 
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce, University of Wollongong 
Mary Franks, Korn 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
CEREMONY MUSIC 
PF10(ESSION 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Isritur 
National Anthem - Alliance Australia For 
Choral Item - Ipharadisi (Trod. African) 
Performed by the Creatwe Arts Vocal Ensemble 
Directed by David Vance, BA (Hoot) 	BAuspionsli Sycl; 
LAusA; Sub•Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts 
MUSICAL INTERNE 
Traditional Flynn - -Just claw work with thee 
Performed by the Hip Replacements, a ja,il Rand from the  
Shoalbaven, celebrating the COnStrUCtiOn Of the lketersibirt 
Stow[haven Campus which will open in AC 
Players:.  Ross kalendleridis (stritar)„ Les BirIrin (rhytbm guitar), 
Grae-rrie ]cries & Les (lost (trumpet), Kevin Loader (Ohms) 
and Ray Cleary (double bass) 
R EC ESSIO NA L 
fflsolodos (Cloth Spanish) 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
Diploma in 
Computer Applications 
James Kenneth Adams 
Ferdinando Adam Costa 
Andre De Michiel 






Bachelor of Commerce 
Cameron Newby Allen 
Tracy Lee Amos 
Pao Feng An 
Rajnish Anand 
Wayne Scott Anderson 
Scott Austin 
AG, Mohd Faizal AG. Sahak 
Warwick Malcolm Baggs-Green 
Judith Grace Barker 
Melinda Ann Etarrs 
Chris Basic 
Geoffrey David Beavis 
Justin Kendall Belt 
Michael. Paul Betts 
Ramhari Bhatta 
Steven Biermann 
Wan Shahrut Sany Bin Wan Mat 
Myna-Lea Bishop 
Jillian rispeth Blackall 
Robert Bosevski 
Sally Jane Briggs 
Rodney Andrew Brown  
Leanne Joy Brownscombe 
Zalira Akmat Bt Ariffin 
Fong Para Chan 
Ming Lok Chan 
Siu Wah Chan 
Sze Lok Philip than 




Wang Wai Chen 
Ah Yin Cheung 
Benny Chew 
Wong Yoong Chiang 
Hung.Yu Chien 
Amanda Chin 
Siu Kei Choi 
Linda Choker 
Yuen Yee (how 
Alison Maureen Coleman 
Marissa Louise Coleman 
Brent Cond ran 
Gregory John Cormack 
Andrew Michael Coughlan 
Stuart Cruickshank 
Jason Robert Cutler 
Tamer Daher 
Thi Nhat Oao 
Gregory John Davey 
Paul James Davis 
Priscilla. Susan Debreczeni 
Eduardo Oelacruz 
Dhatiwal 
Vito Donato Di Donato 
Nixon Dugan 
Mathew David Dowling 
Marilyn Duarte 
Lan Thy Duorig 
Lynne Christine Ekliott 
Soo Year' Elsie Eng 
Erika 
Arzu Evcen 
David Paul Ferri 
John Stefan Foldesy 
Emnrii Peta Foster-Hull 
Stewart William Free 
Sarah Jane Gaul 
David Christian Gazali 
El Aida Georgantas 
Robert George 
Peter Anthony Gill 
David Phillip Grace 
Aaron Jon Green 
David Christopher Green 
Alfred Ross Gulisano 
Fonny Gunawan 
Shane William Hardy 
Suzanne Hawn 
Shane Robert Hedley 
Michael James Heinetke 
Lynwen Hermann 
Colette Heywood 
Trang Thi-Thu Huang 
Pei Chun Hsieh 
Pi Man Hsu 
Hsiao-Wen Huang 




Nicole Anne Joreid 
Louis Karatasos 
Vickie Catherine *Watley 
Christopher Scott Keller 
Suzanne Jane Kelly 
Bobby Nikhil Khanna 
Amanda Taraneh Kirk 
Pete Singh Kooner 
Swie Sian Marleen Kosasih 
Lucas William Kriss 
Jennifer Ku Chang Bee 





   
Mead" 
Raymond Edwin Albrighton 
Su Chin Ang 
Dernel Angelov 
Anthony Jon 'Bohm 
Kelvin Frederick Bramley 
Deborah 	r 
YIJa rw J 	Agnes Cheng 
Yew Chieli Choc, 
Hoi Shan Chung 
Hung Leung Chung 
Adam Anthony Cole 
Toni Lee Cowan. 
Amy Rebecca Crawford 
Tracey Lee Dalirpood 
Rebecca Nicole Davis 
Stevce Dimoski 
atl-hryn Dixon 
Mark Robert Eady 
Richard Jeffery Enever 
Yao Feng 
Renata Gerharda Gal 
A.nthciny Gaudiosi 
Julie Ann Gibson 
Christian GO 
Lyle Johrh Greig 
Leslee Joan Griffiths 
Michael Les Grimm 
Paul Daniel Harwood 
Emma Louise John r1 
Sewim Kardaslar 
Yee Per Kee 
Melissa Cermaine Kerr 
Jennifer Alison King 
BacheLOr of Arts — 
Bachekor of Commere 
Allyspn Elvyrd Darby 
Master of Commerce 
Fariba Ahmadi Pirshahid 
Sarre Maree Anderson 
Muhammad Padanne 
Fibz lierisan 
Stiven and  IJl 
Ethel Margafeta Birdman 










Maria Carolina Florez Castellanos 
Macy Alireda hanks 
David Igo Bert G allagher 
likoori 	Har 
TB Iiikrnatultah 
Felicity Eirrirna Host 
Xiact ing Huang 
Sha Nut Hlassa in  
Morrik  Hi lira rii 
Lea Anne Isabella 
Isillan Kabakoz 
Xuan Kan' 
S~ Sri 	Khoeisanit 
Nalinee  llitudGmkUI 
   
    
    
    









tatthika 0] ida na karn 
Pajaree SaerigLum 






Wagar Ahmacl Sheikh 
VeeraCh2i Silscophac hit 
Master of Logistics and 
Operations. Management 
Elizabeth Margaret Elliott 
CONFERRAL IN  ABSENTIA 
Those whose 'names appear in the program Int who 
are unable to tie present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diMorria5 of 
certificate5 for whi.ch they have qualified_ 
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Order of Proceedings Faculty of Commerce 
2.30pm  -  Tuesday, 11 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Flons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Confernng of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Mr Sandy Hollway 
Chief Executive SOCOG 
Lejla Vrazalic, BCorn(Flons) 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
CEREMONY MUSIC 
PROCESSIONAL 
Froditrorrat Anthem - Gaudeamus fOtar 
Nat-ronal Anthem - Advance ACIstroUn raw 
Chord, Item - Freedom is corning (Trod_ African) 
Performed by the Creative Arts Vocal. Ensemble 
Directed by David Vance. &A {Hans) UNSVi; Elf4us(Hons) 5711; 
liglusA; Sub-Clean. Faculty of Creative Arts 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
"Consfrottr‘otiorrf eitl. Martin & Phi' Cauter Ii968 
Perfirrined by the Hip Replacements, a lam Bard horn  the  
Shoalhaven. celetnatung the construction of the Universities 
$hoalhas-en Campus which will open in .2004_ 
Mayers. ACM Kalendenths (guital), Les Buirin {rhythm sinto), 
Graense knits. & Les Crosby {trumpet), Kefin Loader (Drums) 
argl Ray Cleary fDoutie bais) 
RECESSION AL 
Fn.corodos ((16th Sporhish) 
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Alex Jason Tsagias 
Kit Van Kelland T52W 
Isaac Umbu 
Anita Catherine Van Oene 
Chris Vasos 
Astrid Sofia Vasquez 
Elizabeth Velickovska 
Edward Vidaic 
Michael Graham Waldie 
Linda Margaret West 
Karen Anne Wheeler 
Yennie Widjaja 
Nicole Lynsay Williams 
Kristie Lee Wilton 
Chun Hung Wang 
Kai Ling Wong 
K.ang Boon Wong 
Pui Sang Wong 
Sze Van Georgina Wong 
Rodney Andrew Woods 
Vat Shan Wu 
Antony Edward Wyatt 
Chien Yuan Yang 
Anthony Chi-Loon You 
Lai See Frances Yee 
Yosief Tekle Yehdego 
Low Eng Yew 
Sze Wan Zita Yip 
Wei-Vi Tracy Yip 
Nicholas Zubic 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Marta Rosalia Larzabal 
Vim Kiu Lau 
Karen Rose Lawrence 
Christopher Sean Lee 
Jia Vi Lee 
Ying Lin Lee 
Yung Yung Lee 
Sandy Ching Sze Leung 
Khim Liang Lim 
Luke Boyd Lizzio 
Man Ching Mandy Lo 
Daniela Lodi 
Gin Schien Low 
Wai Yan Luk 
Wai Yee Lum 
Natasha Lee Lyon 
Wing Sze Mavis Mak 
Jacqueline Ruth Malafiej 
Dury Julia Mariasegaram 
Darren Mani 
Michael Manelozzo 
Aaron Paul Masters 
Danielle Sara Mayne 
Scott Raymond McConville 
Sebreena McLeod-Brown 
Adam Cameron McGill 
Lylea McMahon 
Lynsay Elise McNiven 
Paul Philip Mirabito 
Mahadir Mohamed Sallen 
Reginald iR.ajnesh Mohan 
Abdul aadir Osman Mohd Aros 
Trajce Mojsoski 
Siu Yin Janice Mok 
Vivian Mok 




Siew Mian Neo 
Chung Yin Ng 
Pick Yin Ngoi 
0(40 Nguyen 
Jennifer Joyce Nieuwenhuizen 
Amy Patricia Nightingale 
Sara Clare Palmer 
Patrick 'Alai Chung Pang 
Magda Papadopoulo5 
Matthew John Parretti 
Tony Parrottino 
Michael Cameron Payne 
Jonathan Peace 
Elisa Kui Shing Phanq 
David Bryan Phillips 
Luke William Phillips 
Theng Meng Phua 






Shalend Salvyesh Prasad 
Matthew Prowse 
Patricia Requel Punturiero 
Cynthia Rahemodien 
Nicole Rajkovic 
Linda Catherine Redwood 
Natalie Ann Regal 
Angelus Rezitis 
Leon Anthony Robinson 
William Heath Robinson 
Anna Rossketly 
Scott Robert Ryan 
Faisal Said 
Mitchael Glenn Schincaglia 
Gregory Tzu-Lung Seeto 
Ritesh Shankar 
Rodney Peter Sheaff 
Chia Wei Shen 
Kim Samantha Shepherd 
Tan Pey Shin 
Camellia Wai Yin Shiu 
Nathan John Shoemark 
Anthony John Sim 
Wan Kuen Sin 
Daniel James. Skates 
Andrew James Smith 
Nicole Margaret Smith 
Rachelle Anne Smith 
Anita Gai Smithers 
Mark Andrew Sink 
Linggayani Soetirta 
Kristy Anne Spells 
Russell Thomas Stanton 
Julie Ann Stapleton 
Kathleen Anne Stephenson 
Adam Leslie Stewart 
Craig Andrew Summers 
Sonny Susilo 
Julianna Helena Sushi 
Simon Matthew Swift 
Tammy 
Tom Libiao Tan 
Siew Hui Tea 
Wan Sim Teh 
110 moon Teo 
Siam Kish Teow 





Honours Bachelor of Commerce 
Yat Lok Chung (Class I) 
Gregory James Ewart (Class 11.. Di-vision. 1) 
Michelle Annette Price (Class Ii, Division 1) 
Sterany Trajkovski (Class I) 




King Ling Sally Lau 
Vi Tai Lau 
Phillip Landis 
Joanne Elizabeth Lea 
Sharron Maree Lee 
Sum Ming Lee 
Bronwr Deanne Leix 
Fabian Chen dei Leung 
Marc Garie Levingston 
Neil James Lobh 
Ih'ing Kin Luk 
Claudio Alexander Maturana 
Elise Justine Mitchel, 
Lee Christine Moerman 
Linda Melody Munoz 
Christie Maree Murdoch 
Anton Muslim 
Peter Gordon Myers 
Muhammad Arad riaieem 
Ian Alan Naylor 
Man Hio Ngai 
Michael Ian Olsen 
Adriani Dnie 
Joern Packross 
Paul Andrew Portland 
Nan Frame Pavellic 
Dana Elizabeth Phillips 
Craig. Michael Pisani 
Rebecca Louise Porter 
Hui Lay Corinna (bah 
Andre Peter Raseta 
Amanda Rogers 
Pets Leanne Saxelby 
I-IUw David Sergeant 
Elizabeth Rolayn-Ann Swann 
Greg.g Taylor 
Karen Patricia Taykor 
Tokim 
Sandra Lee Van. Der Law 
Nellie Joanne Vaughan 
Victoria Elizabeth Vi z i 
Lly Mao Vuong 
Celina Joyce liVaLsh 
Loretta Anne Whatley,' 
Todd Anthony Wilson 
Shain Anthony Winn 
Alexander Unica 
3 
Honours Bachelor of Commerce and 
University Medal 
Lejta Vrazatic (Class I) 
Master of Commerce 
Yoshana Latita 






Paul Wayne Marskett 
Paola loilejandra Molina 
Vicki Leanne Murada 
Nasse 
Anh Hoang Nguyen 
Camtu Nguyen 
Viet Chi Nguyen 
Chanida Nikomchaiprasert 
Christopher Michael O'Donnell 
Nigel Mark Pennington 
Sime Petrovski 
Vichit Photinphratang 
Rachael Leah Pickering 
Vijay Lakshmi Reddy 
Adrienna Victoria Ross 
Raphael Rouat 
Aishath Shahuda 




Mansoor Ahmed Syed 
Yin Tang 
Anita Catherine Tavernese 
Usa Thohgpo 
!Bradley David Turner 
Ya-Ching Wang 
°ming Wirasakti 
Yin Fei Wong 
Qianjie Ye 
Chin Huai Violet Yea 
Sylvia Hiu-Kwan Yuen 
Savas Zacharias 
Honours Master of Commerce 
Ebba Josephine Aht 
Carlos Fernando Enguix 




Doctor of PhitOSOphy 
Department of Accounting and Finance 
Monir Liman Mir 
Thesis Title: 
"The Rote of Accounting Technologies in the Context 
of Public Sector Reforms: A Critical Ethnographical 
Study of the Organisational and Cultural 
Transformations of a Governmental Agency in the 
Australian State of New South Wales' 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose name., appear in the program but who 
are  una o[e  to  be  present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diplomas or 




Traditional Anthem - Galudearnus }gaup 
Notional Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
Choral Item Ipharadisi (Traci. African) 
Performed by the Creative Arb Vocal Ensemble 
Directed by David Vance. BA (Pions) 	HAILII4olonsi SO: 
LMusfil: Sob-Dean, Faculty of Creative Jots 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
Miller's Dance, Manuel de Falla {1876 - 194-6) 
Scott Ben, guitar 
Scott Borg is mainrin9 in musical perf iriarte as part of his 
double degree In Cleative Arts & L3N1 
RECESSIONAL 
ErP5010dcrs (CI 6th Spanish) 
Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Science/Faculty of Commerce 
9.45am -  Wednesday, 12 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Dr Peter Ellyard, 135cAgr(Hons) Syd, MSc PhD Cornell 
Executive Director of Preferred Futures 
Adjunct Professor in Intergenerational Strategies, University of 
Queensland 
Ainsley Atkinsonr  BEnvSc(Hons) 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
--.0111,TIP■4* 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
• Refreshments will be served in the University Court after  the  Ceremony (catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
Bachelor of Science 
Sharon tee Andronicos 
Gavin JoIhn Bates 
Adrian Robert Belt 
Tanya MareE Bilaniwskyj 
Robert. Owen Hay Blackley 
Nadia Joy Blundell 
Wendy Ann Boland 
Karen Margie Bromfield 
Rowena Clare Byrne 
Darren Anthony Cilenti 
Adrian George Claydon 
Catherine Sara Colquhoun 
Craig Anthony Cooper 
Jessica ErArcangelo 
Rebecca May Davis 
Radka Dostat 
Katie Beth Gowen 
Rebecca Ellen Haddock 
Bradley .Micnael. Hazetton 
Lee Frances Horsington 
Andrew David Jovaisa 
Adam Joseph Xing 
Belinda Jean Meakirs 
Matthew William Mitchell 
Fiona. Skye Moffatt 
Iian Kenneth Murray 
Lena Mai Panay 
Julie Michelle Petkovich 
Andrew Francis Pigram 
Hugo Pinniger 
Emma•Kate Michelle Potter 
Shiloa Rajkumar 
Danielle Lisa Savage 




Sharon Leanne Warne 
Belinda Ann Whalan 
Andrew Erik Wheeler 
Kristian Lee Williams 
Phillip Andrew Wilson 
David James Yates 
Naomi Alana Yerbury 
Paula Valeria Zamora 
Bachelor of Science —
Bachelor of Arts 
kathenne Elena Rosen 
Rebecca Smith 
Honours Bachelor of Science 
liamish Benjamin Aker-Jones (Class II„ Division 2) 
Benjamin. Churton (Class IL. Division 2) 
Helen Elizabeth Clarke (Class I) 
Benjamin. Micheal. Pat (lasie (Class I) 
Michelle Lisa Co(grave (Class I) 
Susannah Vatery Collins (Class I) 
Nicole Mare Dane (Class I) 
Alexandra Nicola Golab (Class I) 
Shane Paul. Griffiths (Class I) 
Fiona Carol Lesley Harriss (Class U. Division 1) 
Louise Maree Kampen (Class IL Division 1) 
Samantha. Megan Lloyd (Class I) 
David Jeffrey McKenna (Class I) 
Owen John tolcKern (Class 1) 
Damian Gabriel Marinaro (Class I) 
Violeta lane Misoska (Class II, Division 1) 
F'hilip Edwin Morgan (Class I) 
ern/ Elaine Morrison (Class I) 
Lee James Mulvey (Class II, Division 1) 
Rachel Ann Nanson (Class II, Division 1) 
Kane Lee Organ (Class II, Division 1) 
Daniel Riccardo Palamara (Class I) 
Grant Michael Pearson (Class I I. Division 2) 
Andrew Dean Pike (Class II, Division 1) 
Stephen Poen (Class I) 
Mathew Hardie Rees. (Class 11, Division I) 
Natalie Virginia Rovira (Class Il„ Division 1) 
Annette Vivian Usher (Class 1I, Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Biotechnology 
Kristy Lee Bandy (Class [I„ Division 1) 
Rosanna Cazzolli (Class I) 
Joseph .)eyachandran Daniel (Class I) 
Rache1 Anne Jones (Class I) 
Susan Jane Lemke (Class II, Division I) 
KyLie Parisis (Class II. Division 1) 
Matthew Jonathan Salisbury (Class [) 
David John Van Bockel. (Class II. Division 1) 
Christen Gemma Wilkinson (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of 
Environmental Sciences 
Adam Robert Bishop (Class I. Division 2) 
Brorkwyn Lyn Callaghan (Class 	Division 1) 
Vincent Murray Huurdeman (CLass II, Division 1) 
Klo-e Inattanah Hymns (Class II, Division 1) 
Patrick Samuel Ilott (Class II, Division 2') 
Joanna Chnstine Lamont (Class I1, Division I) 
Melinda Jane Leth (Class II, Division 2) 
Terence William O'Dwyer (CLass 11. Division I) 
Matthew Jason Purser (Class II. Division 2) 
Joanne Rosner (Class I) 
Aibinh Train (Class IL Division 1) 
Kerrylee Watkinsori (Class I) 
Victoria Jayne Wilkinson (Class I) 
Erna Margaret Williams (Class H, Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Environmental 
Sciences and University Medal 
Ainsley Jane Atkinson (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of Medical Physics 
Justin Bryan Davies (Class I) 
Johnny Estuarclo Morales (Class I) 
Erik Michael Muller (Class [) 
Regina Mary Phillips (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of 
Medicinal Chemistry 
Ty Dmong Art (f...Ws.s. 11, OwIsicin 1) 
Lisa Marie Bova (Class I) 
Wei Wei (hen (Class II. Division 1) 
Murray Biumnigton Green (Class I I, Division 2) 
Tien Ouoc Pham {class 
Katherine Ann Short (Class I) 
Stephen Rey Taylor (Class lL Division 1) 
Geoffrey Brett Waite (Class II, Division 2) 
Helen Margaret Witchard (Class I) 
Adam Wright (Class I) 
cont'd over._ 
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Doctor of Philosophy 
Deportment of Biological Sciences 
John Richard Baker 
Thesis Title: 
'Ecotones and Fire and the Conservation of the 
Endangered Eastern Bristlebird" 
Susan Elizabeth Murray-Jones 
Thesis Title: 
-Conservation and Management in Variable 
Environments: The Surf Clam, Donax Deltoides- 
Fernando San Gil 
Thesis Title: 
"Studies on Cellular Changes, Antibody Responses 
and Protective immunity against Actinobacillus 
Pleuropneurnoniae Elicited by Intradermal 
Immunization" 
Deportment of Chemistry 
Trevor William Lewis 
Thesis Title; 
-Studies of the Overoxidation of the Conducting 
Polymer Pollypyrrole 
Daniela Maria Ongarato 
Thesis Titles 




Chemical and Physical Changes during Dehydration:: 
of Prunes (Prunus Domestica)" 
Deportment of Physics 
Sean Mark Stewart 
T hesis Title; 
'Thermodynamic and Dielectric Properties in 
Modulated Two-Dimensional E lectronic Systems' 
Musical Interlude 
Honours Bachelor of Medicing 
Chemistry and University Medal 
Vanessa Evonne MacFarlane (Class 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Science —
Bachelor of Arts 
Narelle Frances Irvine (Class 11, Division 1) 






Honours Master of Arts 
Philippe Furrei 






Catherine Louise Miller 
Winifereti U Nainoca 
Terry Ronald Rodgers 
Witailuk Tachasomboonphol 
Pitchaya Tangjitpitchaya 
Honours Master of Science 
Stephen James Titmuss 
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FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
Graduate Certificate in 
Business Systems 
Maria Manuela Lopes Vidal Abrantes 
Peter Ronald Runge 
Graduate Certificate 
in Management 
Anthony John Arneil 
Alan Michael Baker 
Peter John Barton 
an Thomson Bell 
Sydney Arthur W Carter 
Michael Kon Cassidy 
David John Causer 
Steven Craig Chalmers 
Susan Gay ChannelLs 
Natalie Michelle Chapman 
Alan John Clarke 
Susan Joy Collins 
Trevor Keith Constable 
Caroline Georgina Coombes 
Peter Dedden 
Paul Michael Eager 
Shaun Edwards 
Glenn Finniss 
Judy Elizabeth Green 
Paul Maskell Haines 
Jill Louise Harvey 
Ronald William Hogan 
Harry Koster 
Peter Lovell 
Brett Charles MacKenzie 
Stephen John McInerney 
Anthony Graham .McKentie 
Wayne Jere Milner 
Neil Francis Morris 
Garry James Mudd 
Peter Michael Oakes 
David Owens 
Leonard Samuel Passafaro 
Bruce James Pemberton 
Thomas John Phillips 
Peter Michael Pic ken 
Pamela Anne Pullin 
Philip Gregory Rogerson 
Arthur Rushton 
Wayne Salmon 
David Richard Sant 
Michael Patrick Toohey 
Peter David Vaughan-Reid 
Peter Richard Walkling 
Peter Thomas Webster 
Barry James Williams 




Graduate Certificate in 
Total Quality Management 
John Joseph Skehan 
Olivera Momircevski 
Simon David Bell 
Graduate Diploma in 
Commerce 
Stiaukat Ali 
Francis John thzery 
Brian Robert Howell 
Douglas John Inwood 
Li Li 
Michelle Lee-Anne Mawbey 
Robert John Noakes 
Jie Shen 




Wen Xian Yao 
Xiang Zheng 
Master of Business 
Administration 
.L) meet El handan 
Els Angelica S Budisetyomo 
Jutatip (heevaisarakui 
Anthony James Eli-ington 
Warnaltulasuriya C R Fernando 
Upinder Singh Josan 
Patanisami Karunakaran 
Venkatesan Kota Padmanabhan 
Hut-Chuan Liu 
Devinder Singh Lobana 
Robert Bruce McIntosh 
Garry Meusburger 
Irfan Anwar Porbanderwaila 
Kumar Vijay Sardana 
Jibrig Eun Song 









Peter John Cashmere 
David Andrew Dodds 
Bruce James Flint 
David Gareth L. Hughes 




Ian Charles Sheppard 
S. Shridhar 
Alejandro Reyes Tolentino 
Mark Andrew Troth 
Xin Wang 
Zhongnong Wang 
Master of Quality 
Management 
Peter Kevin Annesley 
Hwee Lip Philip Ching 
Ganasarajah C Kularasah 
Meng Yang Duncan Kwek 
Richie Ka Fai Lam 




Nicolas Joseph Vautherin 
Jeffrey Robert limbler 
Honours Master of 
Total Quality Management 
Augusta Espinosa 
Chui Ping Ho 
Rodney Charles Kidd 
Geoffrey David Muray 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the 
program but who are unable to be 
present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the 





Tarditio.nal Anthem - Covaeornus 
Nation& Anthem • Advance Australia ruff 
Charoi Item - Freedom is comtng (Trod. Africon) 
Performed by the (waive Arts Vocal Ensemble 
Niet-ted by David Vance, SA (Korn) UMSW; BI {lions) SW: 
LOilus.A: Sub-Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts 
MUSICAL INTERLUDE 
50.00to fidr Flute in ' major:. Aliesvo 
Johann Ouant.z (1697 - 1773) 
Arribgr Mot, flAste: Ciaiind Vance. piano 
Amber Elbot is majoring in musical pefformance 
in Creative Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Ensolodos (06th Spanish) 
Order of Proceedings  Faculty of Informatics 
2.30pm - Wednesday, 12 May, 1999 
The Assembly is invited to stand os the Procession enters the Hall 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H (odd, AC 
BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Conferring of Degrees 
Musical Interlude 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
Mr Peter Upton FAICO, BA, DipEd, MACS 
Executive Director, Australian Industry Information Association 
Melanie Jackson, BE(Hons), BMath 
will speak on behalf of the Graduates 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Procession retires 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 




Bachelor of Computer Science 
Gaizka Allende 
Pat hmanathan Aravinthan 
David Richard Beisito 
Hassan Beydoun 
Nathan James BoLstad 
Pi-Ling Chen 
Tzu rig Liang Chen 
Jie Jim Cheng 
Gita Chhibber 
Andrew Fulvio Paul Chicco 
Deepal Krishantha Fernando 
Wai Kwong Flog 
Yin Seim Gan 
Michael Geoffrey Goeldner 
Hwee Cheng Goh 
Hinesh Gohil 
Mickael James Graham 
Jose Miguel Herrera 
Glenn James Heslehurst 
Chen-Hung 1-Isin 
Kyting-Yul Kim 
Sang Min Kim 
Raymond Paul King 
Thanh So La 
Chien-Pang Lai 
Son Yin Pedro Lai 
Hyuri-Sung Lee 
Sung-Woo Lee 
Mannie, Man Ling Mak 
[mitt Linwood Mayson 
Charlotte Anne Millard 
Jason David Nell 
Ming Yew Non 
Peter Pavlik 
Thomas Charles Roberts 
Karl Leslie Rudd 
Keith Douglas Ryan 
Rebekah Yasmin Taylor  
Joni Tjin 
Jason Toneguuo 
Timothy Philip Vernum 
Hartono Winardi 
Wai Keung Wong 
Kee Huey Ye° 
Tat Hui Yeung 




Jefferson Jacob Bross 
Peter William Denket 
Luke John Durham 
George Nathan Etnasios 
Henriette 2.aky Bakhoum Gadelkerim 
Alan James Hynes 
Rashaad Jadwat 
Paul Anthony Jones 
Harnish Dominic Hogan Koelmeyer 
Sadek Nasrallah 
Jonathan David O'Rourke 
Ann-Mary Semaan 
Yogeshvvar Singh 
Anabetl St Vincent 
Amir Ali Veerankutty 
Electrical Engineering 
Ragesh Luke Benhur Bethapuoi 
Edgar Boavista 
Paul Reuben Buckley 
Alin loan Codreanu 
Sean Cruickshank 
Robert El-Khoury 
Shane Abraham Gallaty 
Nikolce Georgievski 
Jonathan Ambrose Hubscher 
Thanh Gia Khoing 
Poh Roy Kworig 
See Yaw tee 
Simon Gee Ho Lee 
Albert Murdiono 
Kin Hoc Phong 
Jacinta Mary Roac'h 
Sean Alexander Robertson 




Anthony King Chong Wong 




Thomas George Sarakinioti ,. 





Patrick Michael Darcy 
Matthew Bruce Huggett 
Philip SaIlick 
Romeo Vargas 
Bachelor of Information 
Technology 
and Communication 
Emma Elizzbeth Anderson 
Stojan Dzeparoski 
Michael Bruce EA 
Nicole Kathryn Grant 
Simon Kokkila 
Richard Courtenay Lee Shay 
Johanna Mohd Roslie 
Mathew James Patterson 




Bachelor of Mathematics 
Nikita Do. Lii Atkins 
David Andrew Dawson 
Vicki Ann Harris 
Mehmet Kona 
Janette Ann Roberts 
Chang-Hwan Ryoo 
Susan Lee Taylor 
Sharon Brigitte Wiersma 
Bachelor of Mathematics -
Bachelor of Computer Science 
'Daniel, Jonathan Kirk 
Bachelor of Mathematics 
and Finance 
Andrew John Adams 
Leanne Maree look 
Kellie Maree Pendergast 
Kelly Jean Re,ell  
Shane William Rodgers 
cont -41 over __ 
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Honours Bachelor of Computer Science 
hanieer $.L.lhedar {Class l2 , Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Enigiriering 
Computer Engineering 
Corinna Hanna Bonacina (Class iI, Division 2) 
51-iane Christoptier Day (Class I) 
Carlos Exposit° (Class 	DivisiDin 
Ashtey 'Hunter (Cass 11. Division 2) 
Karen Lennie Navas (Class It. Division 1) 
Christopher Leigh .5<houten (Cns. II, Division 1) 
James Taylor (Class I) 
Electrical Engirreering 
Gregory Paul. Oiernat (Class I) 
Wai Ming Charn (Class TI, Division 1) 
(Jimmy) Chet (Class 	Division 2) 
Daniel. Robert Franklin (Class I) 
Thomas Hors Field (Class I) 
Jason Lukasiak ((lass I) 
Brett Geoffrey McDonald (Class II. Division 2) 
P'eter James New (Class I) 
Duane Alexander Robinson (Class [) 
Thomas Johann Sabitzer (Class II, Division 2) 
relerorrimutricubions EriOneeritry 
Anurag Aditya Choodhury (Class 11. Division 2) 
David John Gay (Class Il. Division 1) 
Daniel John Hartley (Class II, Division 1) 
Jian Tao (Leo) Liao ((lass I) 
Daniel Scott Nixon (class II, Division 1) 
Hernan Carpal{ Reyes (Class II, Division 1) 
Llsarat Tichayanoncl (Class II, Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Information and 
Communication Technology 
Gilbert Kin Chung Chan (Class II, Division 2) 
Pero Corbeski ((lass II, Division 2) 
Brendan Doyle( (Class I) 
Antonio Ferreira. (Class I) 
Daniela Haritig (Class 1) 
Donna Marie Marnell (Class I I. Division I) 
Tome Projkoski (Class I I. Division 2) 
Honours Bachelor of Information 
Technology and Communication 
Cindy Lee Angel (Class II, Division If 
Siang Yeng Vincent Chen ((lass II, Division 2) 
So2arrina Daher (Class II, Division 1). 
Judith Janeen tiara It (Class I) 
Benyameen Issa (Cass I I. Division 2) 
loran gurncevski (Class II. Division 1) 
Diana Rival 	(Class II, 	2) 
Oeorge Anaslasios Taranetlos (Class U. Division Zl 
Peter Stuart Veerlhuis (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of Mathematics_ 
Kenneth Alexander hnlayson (Class I) 
Joanne Elizabeth Lea {Class II, Division 1) 
Galway. Raina (Class I) 
Christopher James Valentine (Cass IL Division 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Mathematics 
and Economics 
r'.etel Matthew Siminslri glass 1) 
Honours Bachelor of Mathematics 
and Finance 
Dame'. Pavtil: (Class I; 
Honours Bachelor of Engineering 
Bachelor of Mathematics 
Christian Herbert Ritz (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of Engineering -
Bachelor of Mathematics and 
University Medal 
Melanie Arine Jackson (Class I) 
Honours Bachelor of Mathematics -
Bachelor of Computer Science 
Aleksarillar ATitir {Class 1) 
Graduate Certificate in Information and 
Communication Technology 
Chin Yeo Li 
Graduate Diploma in Science 
Computer ScFence 
David Rohr or. All 
Kern Rae 
Evelyn Re .ws 
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Master of Computer Science 
Jiarmien Feng 
irao Jiang 
Viet Anh Nguyen 
Bernarto Put*. Nip° Tjahjorici 
Master of Engineering Studies 
X'hrl C hen 
Viriayak Matiyappa 
Jason Porza 
Sonam Nuri Sherpa 
Nadarajah Srikaritha 
Mohammad Toha 
Master of Information and 
Communication Technology 
Richard Lerin &Irwin 
Candiwan 
Atif Saleem Chi5hti 
Jonig-Doe Choi 
DAri Anie Gunastuti 
Md Shamim Hussain 
Masruir Rishacl Khan 
Khanti Nguyen 
Yvonne Marie fennock 
Leonardo Javier Cluezada 
Allnan Rashid 
Chris Saweski 
Abdul Malik Sheraaz 'Mohammed 
Fazkul Ouader Sped Mohammad 
Ming giad Tan 
Margairet Tcheirkezian 
David Vander 
Lynda Vander Weegen 
Pudugramarn Narayanan Viswanath 
Paul ..)ohn Wilson 
Chung Man Van 
Atidullah You saf 
lahr•,11.-Islam 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
3Phri Kostogiannis 
Honours Master of Science 
CorripLiter Science 
Takeyuki Llenara 
Doctor of Philosophy 
School.  of Electrical. Compare". and 
Tel 	Engineering 
Bronvgyn Joy Evans 
Thesis Title: 
-Comparative Evaluation of Real-Time gigot 
Control Systems- 
Stephen Allan Gower 
Thesis Title: 
-Development of an Atmospheric Pressure 
Microwave Induced Plasma Beam- 
School' of In 	Technology 
and Computer Science 
Hossein Ghodosi 
Thesis Title: 
"Society-Oriented Cryptographic Techniques for 
Information Protection' 
Neil Lindsay Harper 
'thesis Title; 
'Classification of Plants by the Interpretation of 
CUM Sonar Data" 
School of Motherrputio land Applied Statistics 
Eric John Bell 
Thesis Titter 
-Correspondence Analysis using Orthogonal 
Polynomials" 
hleofitas Sita Mvoi 
Thesis Tittle; 
'The Asymptotic Quasi-Likelihood and its 
Application on Linear Mode( 
Syed *agar AN Shah 
Ihesii Title; 
*Survival Tree-s:. A Transition Approach" 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the prO.yrdM but who 
are unable to be present at the ceremony will be 
admitted to the degrees or awarded the diplomas or 
certificates for which they have qualified. 
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Doctor of Philosophy 








Ali Reza Mohammad Shafin 
David Alejandro Plaza Coral 
All Dastfan 
Arie Setiadi Nioerwantcp 


















Degrees Conferred by the University Council 
Since the October 1998 Graduation Ceremonies 
Bachelor of Science 
	
Honours Master of Laws 







Graduate Certificate in Management 
Margaret Jean Neil 	 February 1999 
Farilborz Iaksayeli April 1999 
Graduate Diploma in Commerce 






S-amir Sabi!.  Bibawi 
	
February 1999 










Master of Total Quality Management 
Lindsay Ronald Adams 	December 1998 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Nigel Graeme Ross 	 February 1999 
Honours Master of Nursing 




Honorary Graduates/Emeritus Professors/Fellows 
HONORARY GRADUATES 
1976 	DSc 	Professor Charles A M Gray, Hon JMN, BSc 
ME Syd, Hon DSc UNSW, CEng FIMechE, MICE, 
MIE Aust, FIE (Malaysia), Emeritus Professor, 
University of Malaya. 
DSc 	Professor Rupert H Myers, KBE, FTS, MSc, 
PhD Melb, Hon DSc, Hon LLD Strath, Hon 
DEng N'cle, Hon DLitt UNSW, FIMMA, FRACI, 
FAusIMM, FAIN, FAICD, Hon FIEAust 
DSc 	David E Parry, BE Syd 
DSc 	Sir Robert Webster (deed), CMG, CBE, MC 
Hon DSc NSW, FASA 
1977 	DLitt Edgar Beale (deed) 
1978 	DSc 	Sir Ian Munro McLennan, KBE, CBE, BEE 
Melb, Hon DEng Melb and N'cle (NSW) 
1980 	DLitt Walter Pike.. MA DipPA Land, DipEd Camb, 
AFAIM, MACE 
1981 	DLitt Lindsay Michael Birt, CBE, BAgrSc BSc PhD 
MO), DPhil Oxf  
1985 	DSc 	Thistle Yolette Stead 
DLitt Sir Roden Cutler, VC, KCMG, KCVO, CBE, KStJ, 
BEc Syd, Hon LLD Syd, Hon DSc UNSW and 
N'cle (NSW), Hon DLitt NE, Hon FCA 
DCA 	John Henry Anti (deed), OBE, CMG 
MAipio.oLuigi Strano 
1988 	DSc 	Howard Knox Worner, CBE, DSc DEng Melb, 
Hon DSc N'cle (NSW), ABSMP CEng, FAA. FTS, 
MAUSIMM, FIEAust, FRACI, FAIE, FIM, FIMM, 
MAIME 
DSI: 	Daniel Tague, DipEleci Mech Eng, CEng 
1989 	DLitt Brian Somerville Gillett, BA DipEd Syd, ACES 
DLitt The Rt Honourable Sir John Grey Gorton, 
GCMG, AC, CH, MA Oxf 
DLitt The Rt Honourable Michael Thomas 5omare, 
PC, CH 
DLitt The Honourable Edward Gough Whitlam, AC, 
GC, BA LLB Syd 
PhD 	Allan Roy Sefton (deed) 
1984 	DLitt Sir Richard Kirby. LLB Syd 
	 cont'd 
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HONORARY GRADUATES icolltd) 
1990 	DSc 	Franco Belgiorno-Bettis, CBE AM, BSc Turin 
1991 	LLD 	The Honourable Robert Marsden Hope, AC 
CMG LLB Syd, QC 
Geoffrey Saver (deed), BA LLM Melb 
DS; 	Joseph Mark Gani, BSc Lond, PhD ANU  
LLD 	The Honourable John Halden Wootton AC 
IN, BA LLB Syd 
DCA 	Arthur Meric Bloomfield Boyd 
1996 	DLitt Merion Frances Fox AM BFd Stun CAE 
1997 	DSc 	Richard Merle Lambrecht. BS Oregon, PhD 
Nebraska 
1998 	DCA 	Richard Leo Tognetti 
DCA 	Guy Wilkie Warren 
1992 	DSc 
	
Brian Thorley Loton, AC, BMetE Melb, 
FIEAust, MAusIMM MAIME, FAIN 
DLitt John Arthur Passmore, MA HonDLitt Syd, 
HonDLitt McM, FAHA, FASSA, FBA 
DCA 
	
Roger Robert Woodward. AC, OBE 
1993 	DSc 
	
Emeritus Professor Raymond Chambers, AO. 
BEc DSc HonDSc N'cie (NSW), FACPA, FASSA 
DLitt The Most Reverent Richard Henry Goodhew, 
ThL AustCollTheol, MA 
LLD 
	




Patricia June O'Shane. LLB, LLM (Syd) AM. 
DSc 
	Guy Kendall White, MSC (Syd), DPhil(OxF), 
FlnstP, FAIP FAA. 
DLitt Professor Dorothy L M Jones, MA NZ and 
Adel, BLitt Oxf, DLitt 
DLitt Professor Kenneth R Mckinnon, AUA Adel, 
BA BEd Old, EdD Harv, FACE 
1995 	DSc 
	




DLitt The Honourable Barry Owen Jones AO, 
MALLS Melb, DLitt UTS, DSc Macq, FRSA Lond, 
FANZAAS, FTS, FAHA 
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EMERITUS PROFESSORS 
1978 	 Austin Keane (dec'd),. MSc Syd, PhD urisw. 
DSc 
1981 	 Kenneth Man Blakey, BA NJ, MSc Lond, 
Korn h44b, DPhil Oxf 
1985 	 Geoffrey Brinson, MSc Melbr PhO She, FUJI, 
MAusIMM, CEng 
1986 	 R Barry Leal, MA DipEd Syd, PhD Oki 
1988 	Brian H Smith, BE PhD Adel, MIEE, FIEAust 
1989 	 Peter Desmond Rousch, BA BEd Melb, PhD 
Wayne State, FACE, FAIM 
1990 	Ian William Chubb, MSc DPhil OxF 
1993 	 J Lauchlan Carter Chipman.. MA LLB Melia, 
BPhil.. DPhil Oxf, DipTertiaryEd NE 
1995 	 James S Hagan, BA DipEd Syd„ PhD ANU 
Bar' Conygharn, MA(Flons) Syd, Omus Melb 
Helen Garnett 
FELLOWS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
1985 	 Francis Neville Arkell (deed) 
Ethel Hoskins Hayton (deed) 
Lawrence Borthwick Kelly 
Mervyn Francis Xavier Nixon (dead) 
1986 	 John Forrest Hayman Clark, BMechE Meth, 
FrEAustr MAus1MM 
Burton Chalkice Moldrichr  BA Ceylr  Dip 
Tertiary Ed NE 
Robert John Butler Pearson, AM, FHA, AMTS, 
MAusIMM, FNMA, FAIM 
1988 	 John Frederick Bell 
Colin Denley 
Gerald Anthony Freed, BSc Maric, MIBME 
Winifred Joyce Mitchell, BA MA NE, PhD 
UNSW 
Professor Kenneth R McKinnon, AUA Adel, 
BA BEd Old, EdD limy,. FACE 
1996 	 Hugh Bradlow (Eng) Cape T, DPhil Oxf, FTS, 
FIEA!JST, MIEE, MIEEE, CRng, 
Murray Wiison MA NZ, MA ICS, PhD Met 
1997 	 James Edward Falk.. BY PhD Monash 
1998 	 John Goldring BA LLB Syd, LLh4 Col 
Peter Arnold, BE PhD MYR, DSc, 
CPEng, F1EAust 
1989 	 John Eveleigh, Dip FA Slade Lond, FRSA 
1990 
	
Efrern Bon4rina r  CFAM 





FELLOWS OF THE UNIVERSITY (cont.d) 
1991 	 Des Davis,. BA Syd, MA N'cle (NSW) 
Harold Hanson, AM 
Raymond E Heslehurst, BD Land, Thl MTh 
AustCollTheol 
James Barry kelly„ FAIM 
1992 	 Edward Walter Tobin 
Cornelius Harris Martin, AO (deed)  
1996 	 Winifred Lily Ward BA (Huns) PhD 
Ronald James Broadfoot BSc ANU, DipEd 
UNW. Bed MEd UnE, PhD Syd 
Paul Edward Jeans BE (Meth) UNA, FIE Aug 
Patricia Mowbray 
Shirley Nixon, BA 
Ian McMaster,. BE(Met) MeLb 
George Maltby, BA Syd 
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1993 	 Nog Gordon Diffey, BBus Riv 
Dr Sultan My, MBBS, Karachi, BSc Puniab 
Peter George Kell 
1994 	 Ronald William John Robinson James AM 
MBE (Syd) 
John Charles Steinke, BA MA Calif 
Robert William Upfold, BELIE PhD NSW, 
ASTC, C Eng, CPeng, FIEAust„ MIMech, 
AMAusIMM 
Ir Djoko Subagyo, BEng Moscow 
ROSS Munro Walker 
Walter William J ervi 5 
1995 	 Jeremy Kitson Ellis, BA Oxf 
Vincent J Cincotta, BS Fordham, MA (ok., 
D'1L Middlebury 
David Campbell. 
Mavis Miller, BA, MStudfir/It 
Graham Parker 
1997 	 Kenneth Eardley Balumber, Bsc St_And„ 
June Llewellyn Rope 
Beverley Ann Lawson Al PM,. ikssocDipAdrriin 
Rod Oxley, BBus, AssDipLoc.Gvt 
Robert Duncan 5omervaille AO, LLB Syd 
Kevin Edward Turnbull, BA, DipTerriaryEd NE, 
Dip Ed 
Nancy Una Reynolds OAM 
Winfred Bullot Smith OAM 
David John Waters AM 
1998 	 Stephen Edward John Andersen BM. BS Syd. 
BSc MBA 
Keith Wiltiam Phipps OAM, BA DipEd 
John Neville Shipp, BA DipEd Macq, 
DipArchivAdmin UNSW, AMIA 
Keith Phillip Tognetti BE MEngSc UNSW, 
PhD 
Alex Whitworth, BA(Hons) Melb, MBA UNSAY 
Welcome to the University of Wollongong Alumni Community 
Congratulations on the successful 
completion of your studies. Graduation 
marks the conclusion of one stage of 
your association with the University and 
the commencement of what will 
hopefully be a lifelong membership of a 
wider university community - that of 
Convocation. 
Membership of convocation is automatic 
upon graduation; you are now 
alumni - a Latin word meaning 'former 
students' - and as such, have voting 
rights to elect the four members of 
convocation who sit on the University 
Council, as well as the right to nominate 
for membership of the Committee of 
Convocation, Both bodies play 
important roles in the governance of the 
University. 
As a member of the University's 30,000 
strong alumni community around the 
world, you are encouraged to maintain 
active and continuing links with your 
fellow graduates and the university 
through a range of social and 
professional activities. The Alumni 
Association and the University of 
Wollongong Foundation can help you to 
maintain these links and to participate 
in the University's development. It will 
keep you informed of news from the 
University and fellow graduates via the 
alumni magazine Outlook which is sent 
to all members twice a year (provided 
you notify us whenever you change your 
address). You are warmly invited to 
contribute news and share information 
with other graduates through this 
publication_ 
An optional membership 
category - Financial Membership -
entitles you to voting rights within the 
Association and enables you to 
participate in the chapter groups -  there 
are a number of faculty-based and 
regional-based groups providing for 
networking opportunities and 
professional development activities for 
chapter members. As a financial member 
you will also be eligible to benefit from 
a range of special rates such as 
discounts on computer equipment and 
internet access, special accommodation 
rates and reduced rates at alumni 
functions. 
Further information about the Alumni 
Association and Alumni events that are 
planned for the year can be obtained by 
contacting: 
The Alumni Office 
University of Wollongong 
NSW 2522 Australia 
Tel: (02) 4221 3169 or (02) 4221 3249 
Fax: (02) 4221 3233 
International: 61 2+ the number 
Email: alumni@uow.edu.au  
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